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Dr. Jon M. Meese, Dissertation Supervisor 

ABSTRACT 

A systematic study of the GaAs/AlxGa1.xAs Multiple-Quantum-Well (MQW) 

normal-incident modulators, including the theoretical· calculations of the absorption 

coefficient and refractive index of the GaAs/AlxGa1.xAs quantum wells (QWs) and bulk 

~Ga1.~s, is presented. For bulk GaAs, the discrepancy between the calculated refractive 

index and the experimental data is about 0.003 at 1.8 eV, and is about 0.012 at 1.2 eV. 

For all the other bulk AlxGa1.xAs, the calculated optical properties are in satisfactory 

agreement with the experimental data for photon energies from 1.2 to 6 eV. 

The calculated absorption coeffidients of the GaAs/AlxGa1.~s QWs as a function 

of electric field have been compared with the experimental data, and achieved very good 

agreement with the experimental data without any adjustment in the parameters used in 

the calculations. The accuracy of the calculated refractive indices of the GaAs/AlxGa1.xAs 

QWs as a function of electric field has been indirectly verified by comparing the calculated 

reflectance spectra of a reported normally-off GaAs/ Afo.2<Jao.8As MQW reflection 

modulator with the experimental data. 

Using the optical transfer matrices, and including the absorption of the GaAs/ AlxGa1• 

~ QWs in the MQW active region and the GaAs substrate, the operations of a 

GaAs/ AlxGa1.~s MQW normal-incident modulator are well simulated. Our calculations 

suggest that a normally-off refractive GaAs/ Afo.2Gao.8As MQW reflection modulator with 

an ON/OFF reflectance change of 42.9% and an ON/OFF contrast ratio of 1539 for an 

operating voltage of only 2.44 V can be fabricated by MBE, which is better than any 

normally-off modulator so far reported in the literature. 
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reflectance spectra of a reported normally-off GaAs/ Alo.2Gao.8As MQW reflection 
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Using the optical transfer matrices, and including the absorption of the 

GaAs/AlxGa1_~s QWs in the MQW active region and the GaAs substrate, the operations 

of a GaAs/ ~Ga1_~s MQW normal-incident modulator are well simulated. Our 

calculations suggest that a normally-off refractive GaAs/ Al0_2Gao.8As MQW reflection 
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1539 for an operating voltage of only 2.44 V can be fabricated by MBE, which is better 

than any normally-off modulator so far reported in the literature. 
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CHAPTERl 

Introduction 

In the past decade, there exists intensive research on GaAs/ AlxGa1_,As Multiple

Quantum-Well (MQW) Fabry-Perot (FP) modulators for potential uses in optical 

communications, optical computing and digital signal processing due to their speed, their 

potential integration with electronic circuitry, and their dual functions as both modulator 

and photodetector. By applying a reverse bias to a modulator, its optical absorption 

spectrum will be shifted in wavelength and broadened due to the combinational effect of 

the Quantum-Confined Stark Effect (QCSE) [1-5] and the Wannier-Stark Localization 

Effect [6, 7], thereby providing intensity modulation of a monochromatic incident optical 

beam. The Wannier-Stark effect needs to be considered only when the wavefunctions' 

coupling between adjacent wells is strong enough, i.e., the barrier thickness is not thick 

enough (e.g., the well thickness is 60 A and the barrier thickness is 40 A). 

Such optical modulators can produce ON/OFF contrast ratios (R(ON) /R(OFF)) 

greater than I 000: 1, if an optical beam is confined to an optical waveguide parallel to the 

wafer surface because the optical absorption of the off-state is greatly enhanced by the 

length of the device which might be as long as I cm. The intensity of the transmitted beam 

I is calculated from the incident intensity I0 by I = I0 e-at where a is the optical absorption 

coefficient and t is the optical absorption path length. Such devices have several 

undesirable features for many applications, however. In the first place, it is very difficult to 

couple the optical beam into the waveguide. Butt coupling of a fiber optic cable to the 

device is necessary. Secondly, large arrays of devices envisioned for optical computing 

and signal processing are not feasible because of the device size and lack of integration 

potential. 

For parallel optical signal processing, a large number of optical beams should, 

ideally, be incident on an array of modulators perpendicular to the wafer. Unfortunately, 



the active absorption length of the stack of multiple quantum wells is then reduced to the 

order of micrometers. The modulation is thereby reduced by a factor of 104 . A potential 

solution to this problem is to confine the optical beam in the MQW active region with a 

large number of reflections between mirrors at the top and bottom of the active region in 

order to enhance the optical path length. Such a device is well known in optics as a FP 

optical cavity. The question now arises as how such mirrors are to be fabricated so that 

the incident beam can pass through the top mirror unattenuated, be reflected by the 

bottom mirror which must have a reflectance of approximately one, and then be reflected 

again by the top mirror. 

The solution is to make the mirrors from quarter-wavelength interference filters, 

constructed from the same materials as the MQW's. Such interference filters can have a 

transmittance close to one when incident from one side and a reflectance close to one 

when incident from the other side. To make such a filter, a stack of two materials with 

different refractive indices are required. Another requirement for the mirrors is that their 

absorption should be negligible. AIAs with a low refractive index (L) and Alo.2Gao.8As 

with a high refractive index (H) can be used for the mirrors. The requirement to make 

such an interference mirror is that the thickness ti of the ith layer must be equal to Aof 4ni, 

where ni denotes the refractive index of the ith layer and Ao denotes the incident 

wavelength in air. Under these quarter-wavelength conditions, destructive interference is 

created between the incident beam and the reflected beam so that most of the light enters 

the device through the mirror. From the other side, constructive interference is created so 

that the reflected beam and incident beam interfere to create a maximum. Fortunately, 

such layers can be accurately constructed by molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) since the 

growth rate is of the order of a micron per hour. 

Since the reflectance peaks of a FP cavity can be designed to be very narrow in 

wavelength and tuned to the incident wavelength ,A0, any shift in the optical absorption 

and hence the refractive index, will cause a modulation of the incident beam. Such shifts 
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can .be obtained by applying an electrical field to the MQW active region between the 

mirrors which will shift the electron and hole quantum well (QW) energy levels, and the 

excitons' binding energies. Fig. 1.1 shows the structure of a MQW FP reflection 

modulator. 

Top 
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Figure 1.1. Schematic drawing of a MQW FP reflection modulator. 

In this dissertation, we would like to define several types of modulators. Due to 

different output signals (transmitted light or reflected light), there are two types of 

modulators: transmission modulators, and reflection modulators [8-18]. Depending on the 

intensity of reflected (transmitted) light beam with a zero reverse bias, there are two more 

classifications of modulators: normally-on modulators [8-12], and normally-off modulators 
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[13-18]. There are another two classifications of modulators: absorptive modulators (the 

reflectance change is mainly due to the change of absorption coefficient of the QWs) and 

refractive modulators (the reflectance change is mainly due to the change of refractive 

index of the QWs). 

The main purpose of this dissertation is to optimize GaAs/ AlxGa1_xAs MQW 

reflection modulators. The optimization criteria are that the ON/OFF reflectance change 

and ON/OFF contrast ratio are maximized with a maximum operating voltage of 3 to SV. 

Since the ON/OFF reflectance change is a strong function of both the changes of the 

absorption coefficient and refractive index of the QWs, it can be shown that the achievable 

reflectance change of a modulator has been determined once the layer thicknesses and Al 

fraction of the QW s are decided. However, there are a multitude of possible GaAs/ 

AlxGa1_~s QWs, of different layer thicknesses and Al fractions. To compare all of these 

possible QWs experimentally is not cost effective. This is the main reason why we have 

developed this reliable model for the GaAs/ AlxGa1_~s modulators. In the current 

literature, the design of such modulators is usually based on approximate optical equations 

to describe the FP cavity and on experimental data to approximate the effects of electric 

field on exciton absorption. Our approach has been to calculate all effects of the QWs and 

cavity optical properties from first principles. To our knowledge, this is the first attempt to 

design modulators based entirely on calculations without resorting to empirical data. 

In Chapter 2, the optical transfer matrices of the absorptive and non-absorptive 

layers, and the electric field distribution in a modulator due to the built-in potential and 

applied electric field are presented. In Chapter 3, the calculated optical properties of bulk 

AlxGa1_xAs will be verified by comparing with available experimental data in the literature. 

To verify the accuracy of the calculated absorption coefficient of the QWs as a function of 

electric field, the calculated results will be compared with several sets of experimental data 

in Chapter 4. Since there is no experimental refractive index data of the GaAs/AlxGa1_~ 

QWs as a function of electric field in the literature, the calculated refractive index will be 
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indirectly verified by comparing the calculated reflectance spectra with the experimental 

data of the normally-offMQW FP modulator in Ref 13. Chapter 5 shows the optimization 

procedure used to design a normally-off refractive GaAs/AlxGa1.iAs MQW reflection 

modulator, and compares the optimized modulator with four normally-off modulators 

found in the literature. Chapter 6 shows the effects of the stacking order of the quarter

wavelength mirror layers on the built-in potential and maximum reflectance change of~r"-''"" 

MQW FP reflection modulators. Chapter 7 summarizes our conclusions. 
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CHAPTER2 

Optical Transfer Matrix and Electric Field Distribution 

In this model, optical transfer matrices are used to simulate the optical effects of 

the various GaAs and AlxGa1_,As layers of a GaAs/ AlxGa1_,As MQW modulator. Since the 

operating photon energy of a GaAs/AlxGa1_,As MQW modulator is in the range of 1.41 to 

1.52 eV, which is much smaller than the fundamental bandgap of bulk AlxGa1.xAs with 

x >0.15, the absorption of the ~Ga1_,As layers with x >0.15 in the mirrors is negligible. 

The absorption effects are only considered in the GaAs/AlxGa1_,As QWs and GaAs 

substrate. 

2.1. Optical Transfer Matrix 

Ignoring the absorption effect, the optical transfer matrices of the AlAs and 

AlxGa1_~s layers in the mirrors, at normal incidence, are given by [19] 

jsin~][Eb] 
Y; B ' 

cos~ b 

(2.1) 

where Ea is equal to the incident electric field (E0) plus the reflected electric field (Er), Ba 

is equal to the incident magnetic field plus the reflected magnetic field, and ~ (Bb) is the 

transmitted electric (magnetic) field. The electromagnetic wave phase shift, 8i, in traveling 

a distance ti is given by 

8. = ( 2 7rJn.t.' 
I A. II 

0 

(2.2) 
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where I\ is the refractive index of the ith layer, and ti is the thickness of the ith layer. The 

propagation constant, Yi, is given by 

(2.3) 

Optical absorption in the MQW active region must be considered as an important 

operating parameter of the device. The MQW active region is modeled as a single layer by 

taking the average refractive index and absorption coefficient of the GaAs and AlxGa1.,As 

layers. Because the wavefunctions spread from the wells into the barriers, it is not 

reasonable to calculate the refractive indices and absorption coefficients only in the well 

(GaAs) or only in the barrier (AlxGa1.iAs). Including the absorption effect, the refractive 

index of the MQW active region (cavity) will be a complex number given by nc-jl .. 0cx.j4n, 

where nc (cx.c) is the real part of the average refractive index (absorption coefficient) of the 

MQW active region. Then, Eq. 2.2 will be modified to 

0 - 21ll1ic - . aic - o- . aic 
c- A. J 2 - J 2 ' 

0 

(2.4) 

where tc denotes the total thickness of the MQW active region, and Eq. 2.3 will be 

modified to 

(2.5) 

From Eq. 2.1, the optical transfer matrix of the absorptive MQW active region will be 

given by 
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[~:]= cos&osh( ate)+ jsinosinh( ate) 
cos 0sinh( ~) + j sin 0cosh( ~) 

[ E6 ] 

re(cososinh( ate)+ jsin0cosh( ate)) 
Ye B · 

cos0cosh( ate)+ jsinosinh( ate) 6 

(2.6) 

With these two types of optical matrices, we can obtain the effective optical matrix for 

a modulator by multiplying the optical matrices for each layer, given by 

(2.7) 

where Et (BJ is the transmitted electric (magnetic) field into the GaAs substrate, and 

From Eq. 2.7, the reflection coefficient (reflectivity) of a modulator is given by [19] 

r =Er = romu + Yorsm12 - m21 - Ysm22 
Eo rom11 + Yorsm12 + m21 + Ysm22, 

(2.8) 

where Yo is equal to lie. Ys (substrate) is equal to njc-ja.8A.of4nc, where a.8 is the absorption 

coefficient of the GaAs substrate. The transmission coefficient is given by [19] 

Er 2ro t = - = --------'------
Eo rom11 + Yorsm12 + m21 + Ysm22 

(2.9) 
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The reflectance of a modulator (R), the ratio of the reflected beam's intensity to the 

incident beam's intensity, is equal to rxr*. In some current papers, the reflectance has 

incorrectly been replaced by the word, reflectivity. 

2.2. Electric Field Distribution 

Since the QCSE of QWs is a function of electric field, not a function of reverse bias, 

using the correct electric field in the calculations of the absorption coefficient and 

refractive index of the QWs is very important. In most of the literature, they have 

approximated the average electric field in the intrinsic MQW active region with the 

equation given by (Vs+V)/L, where VB denotes the built-in potential, V denotes the 

applied reverse bias, and L denotes the thickness of the intrinsic region. Unfortunately, this 

approximation is valid only when the free carrier concentrations in the mirrors are both 

large enough (>5xl017 cm-3 ). When the Al fraction of AlxGa1_,As layers in the mirrors is 

close to 0.45, the density of free electrons will be much smaller than the donors' density 

(N0 ) due to the DX centers (deep levels) [20, 21]. If Si is used as then-type dopant, we 

also need to consider the compensation effect of Si because a small portion of Si dopants, 

those on As sites, will act as acceptors instead of donors. Due to these two effects, the 

free electron density, instead of the n-type doping density, should be used in the 

calculation of the electric field distribution. 

Due to the residual carbon doping which can not be prevented in MBE systems, the 

MQW active region is slightly p-doped, and hence a GaAs/ AlxGa1_xAs MQW modulator 

can be viewed as a p-n-n diode (n: p-). When the free electron density in the bottom 

mirror layer adjacent to the MQW active region (Nb) is much larger than the unintentional 

doping density in the active region (Ne), the depletion region width in the p-type MQW 

active region is given by [22] 
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(2.10) 

where e0 denotes permittivity of vacuum, Vb denotes the built-in potential of the 1t-n 

interface, and V denotes the applied reverse bias voltage. ec denotes the average static 

relative dielectric constant of the MQW active region given by 

(2.11) 

where Lw denotes the well thickness (GaAs), and ~ denotes the barrier thickness 

(AlxGa1_iAs) in the MQW active region. eAIGaAs denotes the static relative dielectric 

constant of AlxGai-xAs given by [23] 

&AZGaAs = 13.18- 3.12x. (2.12) 

When "I> is larger than the thickness of the active region, the depletion region will extend 

into the top mirror. Using Poisson's equation and the boundary condition that the electric 

displacement is continuous at the interfaces, and assuming that the doping density of the 

top mirror layer adjacent to the active region, N1, is much larger than Ne, the depletion 

region width in the bottom mirror, xb, is given by 

(2.13) 

where Eb ( aJ denotes the static relative dielectric constant of the bottom (top) mirror layer 
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adjacent to the active region, and VB denotes the built-in potential of a p-n-n diode which 

is the difference of Fermi-levels of the mirror layers adjacent to the active region. When Nb 

is much larger than Ne and xb is much smaller than tc, Eq. 2.13 is simplified to 

(2.14) 

The depletion region width in the top mirror, ~' is then given by 

(2.15) 

By integrating the voltage drops in the mirrors and active region, the average electric field 

in the MQW active region is given by 

(2.16) 

From Eqs. 2.13 to 2.16, Eav can be approximated to be (V8 +V)/tc only when xb and Xi are 

much smaller than tc, i. e. the doping densities in the mirrors are large enough 

(;:::Sxl017 cm-3), so that the ratio of the voltage drop in the mirrors to V8+V is very small. 

Due to the unintentional carbon doping, the electric field variation across the MQW 

active region can be calculated with Poisson's equation and is given by 

(2.17) 
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This electric field variation will broaden the absorption coefficient spectra of the QWs, 

which will be discussed in Chapter 4. 

In Ref. 24, Stevens et al. have found an unexpected voltage drop of 1.4 V across the 

MQW active region. The expected doping density of the Si-doped bottom mirror layer 

(Al0.4Gao.6As) is 1017 cm-3. Due to the DX centers and the compensation effect of Si, the 

free electron concentration should be much smaller than 1017 cm-3. If the free electron 

density in the n-type Al0.4Gao.6As layers is assumed to be 4x 1016 cm-3, the built-in 

potential across the active region will be 1. 7826 V. With a reverse bias of 6V, the 

depletion region width in then-type bottom mirror increases from 0.086 µm to 0.218 µm, 

the average electric field in the active region is 101.5 kV/cm, and the voltage drop in the 

bottom mirror is about 1.4 V. The measured average electric field in Ref. 24 is about 

102.6 kV/cm, so that this unexpected voltage drop in the mirrors is clearly due to the 

small free electron density in the bottom mirror. To avoid this undesirable voltage drop in 

the mirrors, we have not used AlxGa1_xAs layers with x larger than 0.32 in the mirrors, 

and, therefore, are able to produce a larger modulation for a given reverse bias. 
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CHAPTER3 

Optical Properties of Bulk AlxGa1-xAs 

In the literature, most of the authors have adopted the equations in Ref. 25 to 

calculate the refractive index of bulk AlxGa1_,As. However, Afromowitz's model [25] is 

only valid for photon energies less than the fundamental bandgap of bulk AlxGa1_,As. 

Since the operating photon energy of a GaAs/ AlxGa1_,As MQW modulator is between 

1.41 to 1.52 eV, Afromowitz's model is not appropriate for the bulk AlxGa1_,As with x:::;; 

0.2. For the GaAs/AlxGa1_,As MQW reflection modulators, the absorption of the GaAs 

substrate and AlxGa1_,As layers with x :::;; 0.1 in the mirrors should be considered in the 

calculations of reflectance spectra. To accommodate these two needs, an analytical and 

semi-empirical model for calculating the optical properties of bulk AlxGa1_,As, which is an 

extension of Adachi's model [26], has been developed. 

The dielectric function, e(E)=e1 (E)-jei{E), is known to describe the optical 

response of the medium as a function of photon energy, E [27]. The imaginary part of 

dielectric function, e2(E), of bulk AlxGa1_,As is calculated based on a simplified model of 

the band structure. The real part of dielectric function, e1 (E), is related to e2(E) by the 

Kramers-Kronig relation given by [27] 

s (E)-l=l_P 00f E'&2 (E') dE', 
I 7r 0 (E')2 - E2 

(3.1) 

where P implies that the principle part of the integral is taken. To obtain e1(E), we 

calculate the contributions of E0, E0+A0, E1, E1+A1, E2, and Ei (indirect bandgap) 

transitions, separately. Then, we add these contributions with 1 (the additive term in 

Eq. 3.1). The refractive index, n(E), and absorption coefficient, a.(E), are related to ei(E) 

and ei{E) and given by [27] 
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and 

n(E)= &7(E)+Ci(E) . +&1(E) IJ2, [( )0 5 ]0.5 

a(E) = 01&2 (E) 
n(E)c ' 

(3.2a) 

(3.2b) 

where ro denotes the photon frequency and c denotes the speed of light in vacuum. In this 

dissertation, all the equations are expressed in cgs units except energies which are 

expressed in e V. 

3.1. E0 and E0+A0 Transitions 

The lowest direct gaps, E0 and E0+A0, are of the three-dimensional (3D) M.o-type 

critical points. In the applications of AlxGa1_~s-based devices, the operating photon 

energy is in the range of 1.41 to 1.52 eV. In order to get a better agreement with the 

experimental refractive index and absorption coefficient in this range of photon energies, 

we have introduced the free exciton transitions, the effects of final-state Coulomb 

interactions, and lifetime broadening effects for the E0 transitions. For the E0+A0 

transitions, we only add the contribution of free exciton transitions in e1 (E) and ei(E) to 

simplify the calculations, compared with Refs. 26 and 28. 

Assuming that the bands are parabolic, ei(E) due to the E0 transitions at normal 

incidence is given by [29] 

(3.3a) 

where i=l denotes heavy hole (hh), i=2 denotes light hole (lh), and 0(x) denotes a step 
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function. Instead of taking A; as a fitting parameter as in Refs. 26 and 28, A1 and A2 are 

given by [29] 

and 

where e0 denotes the permittivity of vacuum, ffio denotes the free electron mass, 1i denotes 

Planck's constant divided by 2n, and P cv2 is taken as a constant given by [ 4] 

uhh (uni) denotes the reduced effective mass of the electron/heavy hole (light hole) given by 

_1 I 1 
uhh = -* + -.-, 

me mhh 

where me* denotes the effective mass of the electron and mhh * denotes the effective mass 

of the hh. From Eqs. 3.1 and 3.3a, e1(E) due to the E0 transitions is given by 

(3.3b) 

For a direct-gap semiconductor with ideally simple bands, a weak binding exciton has a 
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ground state Rydberg energy, Rex> given by [29] 

(3.4) 

where u denotes the reduced effective mass for hh or lh, and E8 denotes the static relative 

dielectric constant. To include the effects of final-state Coulomb interactions, Eq. 3 .3a 

must be multiplied by a Coulomb enhancement factor which is proportional to the 

probability of finding the electron and hole at the same position. Hence, Eq. 3.3a is 

modified to [29] 

(E) L2 2try ex,iAi.JE - Eo ti.. ) s = E-E 2,E0 ._ [l - (-2 .J]E2 o • 
1-l exp try ex,1 

(3.5) 

where 

Unfortunately, we could not derive an analytical equation for 8 1.Eo (E) including the 

Coulomb enhancement effect. In this model, the Coulomb enhancement effect is 

considered only in e2(E). Since e1(E) is related to ei{E) by an integral relation, such a 

final-state interaction, which has significant contributions to e2(E) over a narrow range of 

photon energies, does not affect E1(E) substantially. 

Because Eqs. 3.3a and 3.3b are derived by time-independent perturbation theory 

[29], the broadening effect can be modeled phenomenological as a complex part of the 

photon energy E =nm+ JI'. Here, we replace Eby E + jr0 in Eqs. 3.3a and 3.3b, and 

take the real part [28, 30]. In our model, we have used this method to include lifetime 

broadening effects in the calculations of e1(E). But it should be noted that this method is 
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valid only when the broadening effect can be well described by a Lorentzian lineshape 

function. Including lifetime broadening effects caused by phonon and defect scattering, 

Eq. 3. 5 now becomes 

(3.6a) 

where r 0 is the half width at half maximum (HWHM) of the Lorentzian lineshape function 

for the E0 transitions, and where ai and bi are given by 

and 

Introducing broadening effects into Eq. 3.3b, Eq. 3.3b is modified to 

li1,E0 (E)= ±( A, )2 {(E2 -rt)[2{if; -.JE +Ea -~~(Ea -E)2 +Fg +Ea -E] 
/=I E2 +Ft 

. +.fiEFi,~~(Ea -E)2 +Ig -Ea +E}. 
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(3.6b) 

That part of ez(E) due to the E0 ground-state exciton transitions, &~1:0 (E), is 

given by (29] 

(ex) (E) = ~(b(_Eex,hh - E) ~Eex,lh - E )) 
8 2.Eo E2 a3 + 3a3 1 

hh lh 
(3.7) 

where o(x) denotes a delta function, Eex,hh CEex,lh) denotes the hh (lh) exciton transition 

energy given by E0-Rex,hh (E0-~x,lh), and ahh (alh) denotes the radius of the ground-state hh 

(lh) exciton given by 0.529e8mc/uhh in units of A. Parameter A' is given by 

Introducing broadening effects by replacing the delta functions in Eq. 3. 7 by Lorentzian 

functions, Eq. 3.7 becomes 

(3.8a) 

where rex,hh (rex,~ denotes the HWHM of the Lorentzian lineshape function for the hh 

(lh) exciton. To simplify the model, rex,hh and rex,lh are taken as the same, rex> in this 

model. Then, the contribution of ground-state exciton transitions to e1(E) is given by 
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8 (ex) (E) = 2 A' 
l,Eo Jr 

( ) 2 2 Q 
E ex.hh - E + I'::x 

(3.8b) 

Similarly, e1(E) and ei(E) due to the E0+.10 band-to-band transitions are given by 

(3.9a) 

and 

(3.9b) 

where 

and where U80 denotes the reduced effective mass of the electron/hole in the spin-orbit 

split-off valence band. The contributions of the ground-state exciton transitions to ei{E) 

and e1{E) are given by 
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(ex) (E) 2 A' [ I'ex l 
& 2,E0 +A0 = 3 E 2 7r 3 (( _ )2 Q ) ' 

as0 E Eex +I'~ 
(3. lOa) 

and 

8 (ex) (E)- 4A' 
1,E0 +A0 - 3 7r 

( ) 2 2 Q 
Eex,so - E +I'~ 

' (3. lOb) 

where Eex,so denotes the exciton transition energy of the split-off band given by E0+A0-

Rex,so' Rex,so denotes the E0+A0 ground-state exciton binding energy, and a80 denotes the 

radius of the E0 +A0 ground-state exciton. 

From Eqs. 3.6, 3.8, 3.9 and 3.10, Fig. 3.1 shows the calculated absorption 

coefficient spectra of high purity GaAs and n-type GaAs with a doping density of 5.9x1017 

cm·3. Comparing Fig. 3 .1 with the experimental data of Ref 31, the agreement is very 

good. For n-type GaAs with a doping level less than 2x 1018 cm·3 or p-type GaAs with a 

doping level less than 1019 cm-3, the effect of do pants can be well simulated by decreasing 

the exciton transition strength, and increasing Es, r 0 and r ex· But for higher doping levels, 

P cv2 can not be taken as a constant, and should be calculated as a function of energy. From 

Eq. 3.4, the calculated ~x,hh is 4.38 meV, which is found experimentally to be 3.8 meV in 

Ref. 31. To get a better fit with the experimental data, we have multiplied E8 by a factor y. 

The value ofy is 1.0734 for high purity GaAs, and is 1.3 for n-type GaAs. 
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Figure 3 .1. Calculated absorption coefficient spectra of the high-purity GaAs and 

n-type GaAs with a doping density of 5. 9x 1017 cm-3. 

In the calculations, r0 is 7 (8) meV and rex is 5.3 (6.8) meV for high purity (n

type) GaAs. E0 is given by [22] 

E 0 = Egap + l.247x + l.l 47(x - 0.45)2 fi._x - 0.45), 

where xis the Al fraction and Egap in units of eV is given by [22] 

E -J 519-[5.404xl0-4 T 2 / ] 
gap - · /(204 + T) ' 
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where T denotes temperature in Kelvin. The other parameters used in the calculations are 

listed in Table 3 .1. 

Table 3 .1. The parameters, as a function of Al fraction, used in the calculations. Il\o * 
is the effective mass of split-off band. The effective masses of GaAs are taken from 

Ref 32, and those of AlAs are taken from Ref. 23. 

Ao me */mo mhh *Imo mlh */mo 11\o */mo Pc} (eV) [33] e8 [23] 

0.34- 0.063+ 0.5+ 0.076+ 0.145+ 25.7- 13.18-

0.04x 0.087x 0.26x 0.074x 0.095x 4.6x 3.12x 

3.2. E1 and E1+A1 Transitions 

The E1 and E1+A1 transitions take place along the <111> directions (A) or at the L 

points in the Brillouin zone and are of M1 type. Without introducing broadening effects, 

the contribution ofE1 transitions to e2(E) is given by [26, 28] 

c2.E, (E) =';I [ B, - Bll(E, - E)0
' ff._E, - E) jli._E - Ell), (3. lla) 

where B's are the strength parameters, and E 11 is equal to Ei-(B/B 11) 2. Compared with 

Refs. 26 and 28, we have introduced another step function in Eq. 3. lla because elE) 

must be positive. From Eqs. 3.1 and 3. lla, the contribution of the B1 term to e1(E) is 

given by 

2 ('E2 E2 IJ & (E) = - B1E1 In - 11 
J,B1 E2 E2 ' 

11 

(3. llb) 
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,i ,, 

and the contribution of the Bu term to e1(E) is given by 

&1.B (E)= 
11 

(3.1 lc) 

Introducing broadening effects into Eq. 3 .11 a, Eq. 3 .11 a becomes 

, ooJ I's2E (x) 
8 E - . I dx 

2,E, ( ) - Jl(( _ )2 ri) ' 
E11 x E + 1 

(3.12) 

where r is the HWHM of the E1 transitions. Solving the integration, the contribution of 

the B 1 term to e2(E) is given by 

s (E)= EfB1 {(E2-r2)[tr-tan-1(En-E)] 2.s1 (E2 + r2)2 2 r 

((Ell - E)2 + r2) r\E2 + r2)} +Erin E 2 + E , 
11 11 

(3.13a) 

and the contribution of the B 11 term to e2(E) is given by 
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c (E) = E;BIJ !(E2 -r)[b/bJ -b b ]+ E1b b + 2b b + 2 1£ ln((JE; - ~El - Ell )2 )] 
2,B11 ( 2 rii )2 2 2 4 l 4 2 3 '\/,:, l E E +1 u 

-r\E2 +r)[~E1 -Eu + !!:l.___/n[(JE; -JE1 - En Y)]}· 
En jE; Eu 

(3.13b) 

and 

Introducing broadening effects into Eqs. 3.1 lb and 3.1 lc, we replace Eby E + jr and take 

the real part as discussed above, so that Eq. l lb is modified to 
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c,,,(Eb (E~;;)' {(E' -rlH ~<E + i{ + r )+ tnU<E-E,,)' + r )] 

-2Ei;-tan-1( E11;E))} 
(3.13c) 

while Eq. 3 .11 c becomes 

(3.13d) 

Similarly, e1(E) and e2(E) due to E 1+A1 transitions have the same forms as Eqs. 

3.13a to 3.13d but have B1, Bu, E1, Eu, and r replaced by B2, B22, E 1+A1, E 12, and r 1. 

E 12 is equal to E 1+A1-(BifB22)2. 

3.3. E2 Transitions 

The more pronounced structure found in the region of energy higher than E1 is 

usually labeled E2 [26]. It does not correspond to a single, well-defined critical point. 

From the experimental data of Aspnes [34], there are several transitions around the 

photon energy of 4.7 eV. As in Ref. 26, the E2 structure is characterized as that of a 

damped harmonic oscillator. For a single damped harmonic oscillator with energy E2, 

strength C, and a damping factory, e1(E) and e2(E) are given by [26] 

CEy 

(3.14a) 
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and 

(3.14b) 

3.4. Indirect-Gap Transitions 

Indirect-gap transitions from the r point states at the valence band edge to the X 

and L point states at the conduction band edges are appreciable at room temperature. The 

transitions require a phonon to conserve both energy and momentum. Without introducing 

a broadening effect, a2(E) using second-order time dependent perturbation theory is given 

by [30] 

(3.15) 

where D is the indirect-transition strength parameter, and n(J) q is the phonon energy 

talcing part in the indirect transitions. As in Ref 26, we have introduced a cutoff at the 

energy E 1. To simplify the calculations, we ignore the n(J) q term in Eq. 3 .15 as in Refs. 26 

and 28. Because the difference of the X indirect gap (Ex) and the L indirect gap (EJ is 

small, and the transitions of these two indirect gaps are difficult to distinguish, we have 

taken EgID as Ev and included the transition strength of these two indirect gaps in D. In 

this model, Eq. 3.15 is simplified to 

(3.16a) 

From Eqs. 3.1 and 3.16a, a1(E) due to indirect-gap transitions is given by [30] 
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8 (E) = 2D{-Ei ln(!iJ_J + (E + EJ2 ln(E + E1 J+ (E -EJ2 ln E-E1 }· 
i.E; 7r E2 E 2E2 E + E 2E2 E - E 

L L L 

(3.16b) 

In Eq. 3.16b, ei,Ei is infinite when E is equal to E1. To solve this problem, we have 

introduced a lifetime broadening effect into Eqs. 3.16a and 3.16b, and hence Eq. 3.16a is 

modified to 

(3. l 7a) 

where r 0 is the HWHM of indirect-gap transitions, and d1, d2, and d3 are given by 

and 

d3 = (E 2 + I'n) 2 
- 2EEL(E 2 + r~) + Ef (E 2 - ri). 

Eq. 3.16b is modified to 
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( ) ~ D { 2( 2 ri!) (E1 J d4 ((E+EJ
2 +~J 

& 1,E; E = -1 2 e)2 -2EL E -1D In - +-In ( )2 
TC\E +I'iJ EL 2 E+EL +~ 

d3 ((E-EJ 2 +r};J ( 2 ri)} +-ln ( )2 + 2d2E Lrv EEL - E - 1 v , 
2 E-EL +r}; 

(3. l 7b) 

where d4 is given by 

However, we find out that Eqs. 3.17a and b are too simple to describe indirect-gap 

transitions, which will be discussed in Section 3. 5. 

3.5. Empirical Fitting of Parameters and Results 

The model described above has a total of 16 parameters. Of these parameters, we 

fit 12 parameters, and the other four parameters, E0, EL> ~0, and ~1 , are taken from Refs. 

22 and 23. To decide the functions of the 12 adjustable parameters as a function of Al 

fraction, we first obtain 9 sets of parameters by individually fitting the 9 sets of data of 

Ref 34. The numerical method used to obtain the parameters is the same as that described 

in Ref 28. We find out that all of these parameters can be well described with a linear 

function of Al fraction except E1, which is taken as a quadratic function of Al fraction in 

this model. Each of these 11 adjustable linear parameters is described as a linear function 

given by 

(3.18a) 

where x denotes the Al fraction, and Qi(x) denotes the ith adjustable parameter. E1 is given 

by 
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(3.18b) 

There are 25 adjustable parameters used to fit the 9 sets of data of Ref 34. With the same 

numerical method, we adjust the parameters Qi,o first, then the parameters Qi,l and E1,2 by 

simultaneously fitting the 9 sets of data of Ref 34. We repeat this procedure until the 

parameters are stable. After this procedure, E1,0 is 2.9 eV, E 1,1 is 0.639 eV, and E1,2 is 

1.188 eV. With Eq. 3.18b, E 1 is 2.9 eV for GaAs and is 3.8984 eV for AIAs. The other 

parameters are listed in Table 3.2. In Ref 28, E1 is 2.8673 eV for GaAs and is 3.6717 eV 

for AIAs. 

Table 3.2. The parameters, Qi,o and Qi,l• used in the calculations. 

Q, Q;o Q·1 
Er (eV) [22] 1.708 0.642 
Ao (eV) [23] 0.34 -0.04 

A1 (eV) [23] 0.23 -0.03 

B1 3.943 -1.036 
B11 (eV-05 ) 8.244 -4.147 
r(meV) 0.5 12.74 
B, 1.63 -0.354 
B,., ( e y-0.5) 1.837 -0.644 
C (meV) 0.9 0 
c 2.7546 -0.576 
y 0.153 -0.03913 
E, (eV) 4.717 -0.0091 
D 29.05 -10.16 
rn (eV) 0.1465 0.26 

Figs. 3.2a and 3.2b show the calculated e1(E) and e2(E) for GaAs and their 

appropriate contributions from the Ei, E 1 plus E1+A1, Bu term (Eq. 3.13d, Eq. 3.13b), and 

E2 transitions. From Fig. 3 .2a, we can see that the contributions of the Ei transitions and 

Bu term (Eq. 3.13d) to e1(E) are very large and should not be ignored. But in Refs. 26 

and 28, the contribution of the Ei transitions is only considered in e2(E), not in 
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E1(E). In Ref 28, the contribution of the Bu term is only considered in si(E), not in 

E1(E), and Bu is taken to be 22.93 for GaAs. We obtained a value of 8.244 for B 11 as 

shown in Table 3 .2. 
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Figure 3.2a. Calculated s 1(E) for GaAs and the contributions from the Ei, E 1 plus 

E 1+A1, B 11 term (Eq. 3.13d), and E2 transitions. 
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In Table 3.2, r (the HWHM of the E1 transitions) is only a few meV. But in Refs. 

26 and 28, r is larger than 0.1 eV which is too large to be explained by defect and phonon 

scattering, and lifetime broadening. This difference is because we have included the 

contribution of the B11 term to e1(E) for the E1 transitions. For the E1+~1 transitions, r 1 is 

so small that we can almost ignore the lifetime broadening effect. But for indirect-gap 

transitions, r 0 in Table 3.2 is so large that it does not make any physical sense. A more 

precise model should be proposed for indirect-gap transitions. Due to this large value of 

r 0 , e2(E) calculated with Eq. 3. l 7a is still large for photon energies less than EL. To solve 

this problem, we have introduced an exponential decay function into Eq. 3. l 7a given by 

exp(5(E-EJ8(EcE)). 

With the parameters listed in Tables 3 .1 and 3 .2, Fig. 3 .3 shows the calculated 

refractive index of the high-purity GaAs and n-type GaAs for photon energies from 1.2 to 

1.8 eV. Compared with Fig. 1 in Ref. 35, the calculated refractive index is larger than the 

experimental data by about 0.012 at 1.2 eV, and is about the same at 1.8 eV. This 

discrepancy is within the range of experimental error. Comparing the experimental 

refractive index of Refs. 34 and 35 for photon energies from 1.5 to 1.8 eV, the data of 

Ref. 34 are larger than those of Ref. 35 by about 0.025 for photon energies larger than E0, 

and are smaller by about 0.05 for photon energies less than E0 . Because we do not include 

the Coulomb enhancement effect in Eq. 3.6b, the shape of calculated refractive index 

spectrum near E0 does not fit the experimental data very well. 
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Figure 3.3. Calculated refractive index spectra of the high-purity GaAs and 

n-type GaAs with a doping density of 5.9x1Ql7 cm-3. 

Fig. 3 .4 shows the calculated refractive index (lines) and experimental refractive 

index (points) [34] of the bulk GaAs, Alo.419Gao581As, and Al0_804Gao.196As. For GaAs and 

Al0.419Gao.581As, the calculated refractive index fits the experimental data very well for 

photon energies up to 4 eV. For photon energies larger than 4 eV, the fit is not as good 

because a damped harmonic oscillator model is not good enough to describe the E2 

transitions. For Al0.804Gao.196As, the calculated refractive index is larger than the 

experimental data by about 0. 065 at 1. 5 e V. We believe that the main reason is because 

the model of indirect-gap transitions is not sufficiently developed. Another possible reason 

is that the incident angle in the measurement of Ref. 34 was 67.08° [36]. With Snell's law, 

this angle will introduce a larger error when the refractive index is smaller. 
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Figure 3.4. Calculated (lines) and experimental refractive index (points) [34] 

of the bulk GaAs, Alo.419Gao.581As, and A10_804Gao.196As. 
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We have extrapolated this modef to AIAs. The calculated refractive index of AIAs 

is larger than the data of Ref 37 by about 0.1 for photon energies less than 2 eV. This 

discrepancy is too large to be useful for AlxGa1_,As-based device design. We suggest that 

the model of Afromowitz will be better for AIAs [25]. In Figs. 3.5a and 3.5b, the 

calculated E1(E) and E2(E) of the bulk GaAs and Al0.419Gao.581As are compared to the 

experimental data. Figs. 3.6a and 3.6b show the calculated E1(E) and E2(E) of six other 

AlxGa1_,As alloys. 

3.6. Conclusions 

An analytical, semiempirical model is presented for the optical properties of 

AlxGa1_,As for photon energies from 1.2 to 6 eV. With this model, the calculated 
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refractive index agrees with the experimental data very well for photon energies up to 4 

eV and Al fractions up to 0.7. For GaAs, the discrepancy between the calculated refractive 

index and the experimental data is less than 0.012 for photon energies from 1.2 to 2.0 eV. 

But for AlxGa1_iAs with an Al fraction larger than 0.7, the agreement is not as good. To 

achieve a better agreement for AlxGa1_xAs with a Al fraction larger than 0.7, the model of 

indirect-gap transitions should be improved. In the calculations of reflectances of a MQW 

modulator, we have used this model for bulk AlxGal-xAs with x<0.7, and used 

Afromowitz's model [25] for bulk AlxGa1_iAs with x;?:O. 7. 

There are three main differences between this model and Adachi's model. First, we 

introduce broadening effects, caused by phonon and defect scattering, in E0, 

E0+~0, E1, E1+~1 , and Ei transitions instead of introducing exponential decay functions as 

in Jenkins' model [28]. In Adachi's and Jenkins' model, they only considered the 

contributions of Ei, B 11 and B22 terms to E2{E) not to E1{E). In this model, we have 

considered the contributions of these terms to both E1{E) and E2(E). The third difference is 

that E1co, which is described as 1 (the additive term in Eq. 3.1) plus the contributions of 

other transitions with characteristic energies larger than E2, is always taken as 1 in our 

model. From Eq. 3.1, E1co should be always larger than or equal to 1. But in Refs. 26 and 

28, E1co is less than 1 for some AlxGa1_iAs alloys. 
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CHAPTER4 

Optical Properties of GaAs/AlxGa1_~s QWs 

In the past decade, there are a multitude of theoretical and experimental papers 

concerned with the absorption coefficient of the GaAs/AlxGa1_,As QWs as a function of 

electric field. However, all of these papers have had to adjust some parameters in order to 

obtain a good agreement with the experimental data. Very few theoretical works to date 

have investigated the dependence of refractive index vs. applied electric field [ 4]. To our . 

knowledge, there is no experimental work measuring the refractive index of QWs as a 

function of electric field. But for GaAs/ AlxGa1_xAs MQW modulators, especially for 

normally-off modulators, the achievable ON/OFF reflectance change and contrast ratio are 

strongly dependent on the refractive index of QWs, as will be shown in Chapter S. To 

design GaAs/ AlxGa1_,As MQW modulators with a large ON/OFF reflectance change and 

contrast ratio, both the refractive index and absorption coefficient should be known 

precisely as a function of electric field. 

In this model, a parabolic band effective-mass approximation is used for the 

conduction, heavy-hole (hh), and light-hole (lh) bands. The effective-mass mismatches 

between GaAs and AlxGa1_,As, and excitonic effects have been considered in the interband 

transitions and exciton transitions. For the interband optical absorption, we have 

considered the effect of the final-state interactions, and found an analytical function well 

describing this effect. The lineshape functions and their appropriate linewidths due to the 

inhomogeneous broadening mechanisms have been considered as a function of the layer 

thicknesses, Al fraction, electric field, and residual doping density in the intrinsic MQW 

region. 

For AlxGa1_,As alloys, e1(E) and ei(E) can be calculated by adding the 

contributions of the E0, E0+Ll0, E1, E1+Ll1 , E2, and indirect-gap transitions, which have 

been discussed in Chapter 3. Here, the E0 transitions are the lowest direct-gap transitions, 
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i. e. the hh and lh bands to [-valley conduction band transitions. The E0+~0 transitions are 

the spin-orbit split-off valence band tor-valley conduction band transitions. In this model, 

the quantum-well structure is assumed to only affect the E0 transitions, compared to the 

appropriate bulk alloy. The other transitions are assumed to be the same as those of the 

appropriate bulk alloy. This assumption is good since the bandgap mismatches between 

GaAs and AlxGa1_xAs are relatively small for the other transitions so that the quantum 

confinement effects are small, and the operating photon energy is near E0 (i.e. away from 

the other transition energies) for the GaAs/AlxGa1_~ MQW devices. But the assumption . 

that the split-off valence band to r-valley conduction band transitions are the same as 

those of bulk alloy should be further investigated. 

To calculate the refractive index and absorption coefficient, e2(E) is first 

calculated, and then E 1(E) is calculated from Eq. 3.1. With E1(E) and e2(E), the refractive 

index is calculated from Eq. 3.2a, and then the absorption coefficient is calculated from 

Eq. 3.2b. The calculated absorption coefficient and refractive index as a function of 

wavelength and electric field will be verified in Section 4. 4 by comparing with several sets 

of experimental data. 

4.1. Valence Subband-to-Conduction Subband Transitions 

In this model, the conduction and valence bands are considered decoupled. This is 

a good approximation when the fundamental bandgap of the well ( GaAs layer) is much 

larger than the subband energies of the QWs. The valence-band mixing effects which are 

important for describing the weak forbidden transitions in the QWs with a zero electric 

field have been ignored. The effective mass equation for a r-valley electron in the MQW is 

given by [4] 
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(4. la) 

where e denotes the electron charge, fte)(z) denotes the envelope function of the electron, 

and F denotes the electric field applied along the z direction. Throughout this chapter, the 

z axis is taken to be along the growth direction of the QWs. The effective mass of the 

electron along the z direction, me *(z), is taken as the effective mass ofGaAs (well}, m* e, W' 

for lzl < Lj2, and is taken as that of AlxGa1_xAs (barrier), m* e, b' for lzl > Lj2, where Lw 

is the well thickness (GaAs layer). The electron potential, Ve(z), for a quantum well is 

given by 

(4. lb) 

where S(x) denotes a step function. V0<e) is taken to be equal to 0.65.1E0 , where .1E0 

denotes the bandgap mismatch between GaAs and AlxGa1.~s given by 

l.247x+ l.147(x-0.45)28(x-0.45) eV [22]. In the MQW, this potential is repeated for every 

period of length Lw +4, where 4 is the barrier thickness (AlxGa1_xAs layer). Similarly, the 

effective mass equation for hh (lh) has the same form as Eq. 4. la but has m/(z) , v0<e), 

and F replaced by mhh *(z) (mlh *(z}), V0<Jt), and -F, respectively. Here, mhh *(z) (mlh *(z)) 

denotes the hh (lh) effective mass along the z direction, and V0<Jt> is taken to be 0.35.1Eo-

Because of the presence of the electric field, the total potential goes to -oo as z ~ 

-oo, and the system does not have true bound states. However, within each quantum well, 

there are quasi-bound states which have sufficiently long lifetimes to be observed by 

optical measurements. To find the approximate energies and wave functions of these 

quasi-bound states, we have imposed an artificial boundary condition that the wave 

functions of the quasi-bound states associated with a given quantum well vanish at some 
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distance sufficiently far away from the center of the quantum well of interest. It is 

equivalent to placing a section of MQW, including the quantum well of interest, inside a 

large one-dimensional box with infinite potential barriers [4]. 

For a MQW with unit cell length (Lw +Li,), the width of the infinitely deep box is 

chosen to be 3(Lw +Li,), as shown in Fig. 4.1. The two vertical lines in Fig. 4.1 define a 

"central region" which has the length of a unit cell of MQW. For quasi-bound states, this 

would cause a weak distortion of the wave functions far outside the region of interest and 

a small shift of energies. For unbound states, this would lead to a quantization of the 

continuum. Hence, when we scan over all unbound states, we are essentially replacing the 

integration over the energy of the continuum states by a summation with discrete 

sampling. The error introduced by such a procedure can be estimated by studying the 

dependence of the final results on the size of the infinitely deep box. 

Central Region 

Well 

Figure 4.1. Schematic diagram of the QW conduction band potential used in the 

calculations. 
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The eigenstates of the system are expanded in terms of cos((2n-1)7tz1L) and 

sin(2n7tz/L), where Lis equal to 3(Lw +Li,), and n is an integer. Thus, for electron states, 

50 50 

f(eJ(z)= L:Ancos((2n-1)1lZjL)+ L:Bnsin(2n1!Z/L). 
n=l n=l 

"' B0 , and the eigenvalues are obtained by diagonalizing the Hamiltonian matrix, H<e), in 

the basis {cos( (2n-1 )7tz/L ), sin(2n7tz/L)}. Similar calculations are performed for the hh 

and lh states. To obtain a convergent result for the refractive index, there are 100 basis 

functions for each electron, hh, and lh state. For each diagonalization, only the lowest 50 

eigenstates are used in the calculation of s 1(E) and si(E). 

Without including the excitonic effect and broadening effects, s2(E) is given by 

[4, 29] 

e (E) =s_ ~[u .. ,Of.hh),2 rl E - Ef.h"J) + ulh.ij 10<.'hJl2 rl E - Er.'hJ)] (4.2) 
2 £2 .~ hh,I) I) D\ I) 3 I) D\ I) I 

l,j= 

with 

where E0 denotes the permittivity of vacuum, Wis equal to Lw +Li,, and Pcv2 is given by [4] 

uhh. ij (u1h. ij) denotes the reduced effective mass of the ilh electron state and the jth hh (lh) 

state given by 
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-1 1 1 
uhh.iJ = -.- + -.-, 

mej mllhh,j 

and 

-1 1 1 
Uzh,;1 =-.-+-.-, 

m. muih. e,/ II ,j 

where Illi!hhj* denotes the in-plane effective mass of the jlh hh state given by 

and m111hj * denotes the in-plane effective mass of the jlh lh state given by [24] 

me, i * denotes the effective mass of the ilh electron state along the z direction given by 

(4.3) 

Similarly, the effective mass of the jlh hh (lh) state along the z direction, mhhj* (mlhj*), has 

the same form as Eq. 4.3. Oij(hh) is the overlap between the ilh electron state and the jth 

heavy hole state within the central region given by 
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W/2 

oth) = J .f/e)(z)fth)(z)dz. 
-W/2 

Eij(hh> denotes the interband transition energy from the jth hh state to the ilh electron state 

given by 

E.(hhJ = EreJ + E(hhJ + E 
I) I J G' 

where Ei<e> is the ith electron-state energy, E/hh> is the jth heavy-hole state energy, and E0 in 

units of eV is the fundamental bandgap of bulk GaAs given by [22] 

E = l 519-[5.404x J0-4 T2 / J 
G • /(204 + T) ' 

where T denotes the temperature in Kelvin. From Eqs. 3.1 and 4.2, e1(E) is given by 

where Es{E) is the background dielectric function due to the E0+~0, E 1, E 1+~ 1 , E2, and 

indirect-gap transitions given by 

and where Es. w (Es, b) is the background dielectric function of GaAs (AlxGa1.~), which 

has been discussed in Chapter 3. 
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For QWs with thick barriers, the QWs are essentially decoupled. The excitonic 

effect leads to discrete bound states for each two-dimensional continuum labeled by ij 

(i for electron, j for hh or lh). Each step function in Eqs. 4.2 and 4.4 is also modified due 

to the electron-hole final-state interactions. To include the effects of the final-state 

Coulomb interactions, the individual band-to-band e2,ij(E) must be multiplied by a 

Coulomb enhancement factor which is proportional to the probability of finding the 

electron and hole at the same position. From Fig. 7 of Ref. 5, the Coulomb enhance factor, 

hu(E), can be well described by 

h..(E)={ } 
v I [ 4 Ryd - E b,ij ] [ E b,ij ] ' 

+ exp - E exp - tr ( ) 
b,ij E - Eif 

{ [ 4 Ryd - Eb .. ]} r1 ) 
1 +exp - Eb,;j ·11 qE - E;j 

(4.5) 

where Eb, ij denotes the binding energy of the ground-state exciton composed of the 

electron in the ith quantum-well state and hole in the jth quantum-well state, and Ryd is the 

Rydberg energy given by (29] 

Eav denotes the average static dielectric constant of the well and barrier given by 

where es,w (es,b) denotes the static dielectric constant of GaAs (AlxGa1_xAs). 

In this model, we have considered the effective-mass mismatches between GaAs 

and AlxGa1_xAs, and found significantly enhanced exciton binding energies for well 

thicknesses below 100 A, as in Ref. 38. For a 95 A GaAs/98 A Al0_32Gao.68As QW with a 
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zero electric field, E1(e) is 38.26 meV, E1<hh) is 9 meV, E1<1h) is 24.32 meV, Eb,ll(hh) is -8.4 

meV, and ~.11<1h) is -9.06 meV using different effective masses in the well and barrier. 

Using the same effective mass in the well and barrier, E1<e> is 35.92 meV, E1(hh> is 8.65 

meV, E1<1h> is 23.62 meV, ~,ll(hh) is -8.28 meV, and Eb,11<1h> is -9.07 meV. We can see that 

the different effective masses have the strongest effect on the electron states because the 

electron effective-mass mismatch is much larger than those of the hh and lh, and the hh 1-

CB 1 exciton binding energy is enhanced by O. 12 me V. The parameters used in the 

calculations are listed in Table 4.1. 

Table 4.1. The parameters used in the calculations. 

me */mo [2] ~*Imo [2] m1h * lffio [2] P cv2(eV) [33] 

AlxGa1_~s 0.0665+0.0835x 0.34+0.42x 0.094+0.043x 25.7-4.6x 

4.2. Free Exciton Transitions 

Since only the low-lying exciton states are important, we have only included those 

excitons associated with the lowest ten electron states located primarily in the central 

region. The exciton envelope function, Fij<IPe-PhD, which describes the relative motion of 

the electron in the ith quantum-well state and hole in the jth quantum-well state satisfies the 

Schrodinger equation given by [ 4] 

(4.6) 

where p2=x2+y2, and uij=uhh, ij or u11i, ij depending on whether j denotes a hh or lh state. The 

exciton potential, vij(P ), is given by 
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(4.7a) 

As in Ref. 4, this potential is approximated by 

(4.7b) 

with 

where 

W/2 

bif = D J IJ/e) (z )j2 jf t) (z )12 dz. 
-W/2 

Dis an adjustable parameter which is taken to be 3 [4]. Solving the integration, Eq. 4.7b is 

simplified to 

(4.7c) 

where J0( qp) denotes the zero-order Bessel function. The exciton envelope function, 

Fu(P ), is expanded in terms of 15 Gaussian functions with exponents chosen to cover a 

broad physical range given by [5] 
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15 {¥/3, 2 F. (p\ = "S.. iJ,k e -fJij.kP 
y J L. y,k , 

k=l 1l 

where ~ij. k is in units of A-2 given by 

Sij, k is obtained by diagonizing the Hamiltonian matrix of the ijth exciton, which is 

composed of the electron in the ith state and hole in the jth state, in the basis of the 15 

Gaussian functions. In the Hamiltonian matrix, the kinetic-energy matrix element, 

~ (Pif.k ,f3if.k'), is given by 

\ 
( 

2 J ) 2 ( )1.5 . -n2 0 2 o 4n Pij.kPij.k' ~ (Pij.k ,f3ij.k') = Pij.k T;; ( &) + ( ;;i.,) Pij.k' = ( )2 · 
I) vy u .. a .. k + a .. k' 

I) JJ11. JJ11. 

The potential matrix element, v if (Pif.k ,pif,k'), is given by 

and the overlap integral is given by 

so 



To obtain a better agreement with the experimental data, the ground- and second

state exciton transitions have been considered in the calculations of e1(E) and e2(E). The 

contribution of free exciton transitions to e2(E) is given by [4] 

(4.8a) 

where 

Eex,ij,k(hh) (Eex,ij,k(Ih>) denotes the kth-state exciton transition energy of hh (lh) given by 

E .. k = E .. +Eb .. k. ex,y, y ,y, 

From Eqs. 3.1 and 4.8a, the contribution of free exciton transitions to e1(E) is given by [4] 

, io 20 2 ! 'Q(.hhJ121F(hhJ(0)21 10(.lhJ121F(1hJ(0)21 ) 
(E) _ 2C '°' '°' '°' I] 1].k I] l].k 

8 1.ex - ~~~ 2 . + 2 ' 
TC i=l j=lk=l E(hhJ ((E(hhJ .) _ E2) JE(Ih! ((E(IhJ ) _ E2) 

ex,IJ ,k ex,IJ ,k ex,IJ ,k ex.I} ,k 

(4.8b) 
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4.3. Broadening Effects 

Since the peak values in the absorption coefficient spectrum are strongly 

dependent on the linewidths of the lineshape functions, a reliable model for the linewidths 

is very. important in the design of MQW modulators. In this model, we have considered 

two types of lifetime broadening effects: the homogeneous broadening effect due to 

phonon scattering, and the inhomogeneous broadening effect. The phonon broadening 

effect is well described by the Lorentzian lineshape function given by 

( ) ~h 
L1 E = -1 )' 

n\E2 + r:,h 
(4.9a) 

where r ph is the half width at half maximum (HWHM). 

For the inhomogeneous broadening, two dominant mechanisms need to be 

accounted for in a practical device: the well thickness fluctuations and variations in electric 

field from well to well. As in Ref. 39, the monolayer fluctuations are described by the 

Gaussian lineshape function given by 

G(E) = exp(-E 2 /2R 2 )j(.J2;R), (4.9b) 

where R is equal to 0.8493I' w• and r w is the HWHM of the Gaussian lineshape function. 

For the ijth interband transition (from the jth hole state to the ith electron state), the HWHM 

due to the well thickness variations, r W, ij(F, Lw ), is given by 

rwjj (F,Lw) = 0.5{1Eij (F,Lw)- Eij (F,Lw + 8Lw)I 

+jEij(F,Lw)-Eij(F,Lw -8Lw),}, 
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where oLW denotes the rms well thickness fluctuation taken to be 2.83 A. For the kth

exciton-state transition, composed of the hole in the jth state and electron in the ith state, 

the HWHM is given by 

~e;~ (F,Lw) = o.s{IEexjj,k(F,Lw)- Eexjj,k(F,Lw + c>Lw)I 
+IEex,ij,k (F,Lw)- Eexjj,k (F,Lw - c)Lw)I}. 

(4.lOb) 

The broadening due to field variations comes from the unintentional doping in the 

intrinsic MQW region. Therefore, each well is in a different electric field. Since the 

subband energies are strongly dependent on electric field, this unintentional doping will 

broaden the e1(E) and e2(E) spectra. From the experimental data, this broadening effect is 

better described by a Gaussian lineshape function than a square lineshape function as in 

Ref 24. For the ijth inter-subband transition, the HWHM due to electric field variations, 

rr, ij(F, Lw), is given by 

If jj (F, Lw) = o.s{IEij (F,Lw )- Eij (F + t5F, Lw )I 
+1£,,. (F,Lw)- Eij (F - '5F,Lw)I}, 

where oF denotes the average field variation in the MQW region given by 

(4. IOc) 

(4. IOd) 

and where Ne denotes the unintentional doping density, and tc denotes the total thickness 

of the MQW active region. For the kth-exciton-state transition, the HWHM, 

l};!k (F,Lw), is given by 
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i 
11 
•i 

I}e;j~ (F,Lw) = 0.5{jEex.ij,k (F,Lw)- EexJJ.k (F + oF,Lw )I 
+IEru:Jj,k (F, Lw )- Eexjj,k (F - OF, Lw )j}. 

(4. IOe) 

From Eqs. 4.IOc, and e, we can see that rr,ij(F, Lw) and I};~(F,Lw) are strongly 

dependent on the unintentional doping concentration and total thickness of the MQW 

region. 

Including these three types of broadening effects and the final-state interaction 

effects in the interband transitions, Eq. 4.2 becomes 

t: (E)=C~{u .. ,Q(hhJl2f00dE".tfhhJ(E-E') 00f dE' h(hhJ(E')G(hhJ(E"-E') 2 .4- hhJJ IJ IJ (E')2 IJ IJ 
1,J=l O EblrltJ 

u "' "' dE' } + lh.ii 1o(lhJl2fdE"di!''(E - E") f _h(lhJ(E''YJ(lhJ(E"-E') 
3 IJ IJ (E')2 IJ IJ ' 

O EilhJ (4.lla) 

where hu(E') denotes the Coulomb enhancement factor of the ijth-interband transition. 

Gij(E-E") denotes a Gaussian lineshape function for the inhomogeneous broadening with a 

HWHM of r inh,ij(F, Lw), which is equal to ( r;,JJ ( F, Lw) + I'} 4 ( F, Lw) )°"5 [2]. .1ij(E-E') 

denotes a Lorentzian function for the phonon broadening with a HWHM of r ph,ij• which is 

equal to rph,i+rphj (i for electron, j for hh or lh) [2]. For interband transitions, the phonon 

broadening effects come from the electron-phonon and hole-phonon scattering. We have 

calculated r ph,ij by using the equations in Ref. 40, and found that both the electron-phonon 

scattering and hole-phonon scattering are only appreciable for high-lying quasi-bound 

states (i, j>2). For unbound states and low-lying quasi-bound states, the phonon scattering 

is negligible (rph < 0.7 meV), so that the phonon broadening effects have been ignored in 

the interband transitions. 

Similarly, e 1(E) due to the interband transitions including broadening effects can be 

calculated by integrating Eq. 4.4 with the appropriate Gaussian function. To simplify the 
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calculations, we have approximated Gaussian ·functions with Lorentzian functions and 

replaced F;nh.iJ(F,Lw) by 0.8493.j%F;nh.i/F,Lw). Fig. 4.2 shows a Lorentzian 

function with a HWHM of 0.8493.J%r and a Gaussian function with a HWHM ofr. 

(/] 
...,; ·a 
~ 0.2-1-~~~--+~~~~l----+--l-~-l---lc--\~-+-~~~~1--~~----1 

Q 
~ 
~o.15-1-~~~--+~~~~i--,1---,1--~-1-~-+--\--+-~~~~1--~~----1 

,!:J 
i... 

<i: 

0-+--~~~=F=-~~~+-~~~-l-~~~-l-~~~-=:1==~~~~ 

-6 -4 -2 0 
Arbitrary Units 

2 4 6 

Figure 4.2. A Lorentzian lineshape function with a HWHM of 1, and a Gaussian 

lineshape function with a HWHM of 7o. 84 9 3 .J2. 

Introducing broadening effects into Eq. 4.4 and approximating Gaussian functions with 

Lorentzian functions, E1(E) due to the interband transitions is given by 
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(4. llb) 

where ru is equal 0.8493.j%J7nh,;j (F, Lw). From Eqs. 3.1, 3.2a, and 4.1 la, Fig. 4.3a 

shows the calculated refractive index spectra of QWs composed of 94 A GaAs layers and 

9S A A10.32Gaa.68As layers. In the calculations, the average electric field variation is 

assumed to be 1. 7 kV/cm. The small fluctuations in Fig. 4.3a are due to the numerical 

integration. To verify Eq. 4.1 lb, we have compared the calculated refractive index spectra 

using Eqs. 3.2a, 4.lla and 4.llb with Fig. 4.3a. The calculated refractive index using 

Eqs. 4.lla and bis less than that using Eqs. 3.1 and 4.lla by about 0.015 because the 

final-state interaction effects are ignored in Eq. 4. llb. To accommodate this discrepancy, 

we have multiplied the individual Bt,ij(E) in Eq. 4.1 lb by the factor ~j(E), where llu(E) is 

given by 

(4. llc) 

Fig. 4.3b shows the calculated refractive index spectra, after introducing ~j(E) into 

Eq. 4.1 lb. Comparing Figs. 4.3a and b, the agreement is very good, and hence ~j(E) well 

describes the final-state interaction effects to a1(E). 
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Figure 4.3a. The calculated refractive index spectra of 94 A GaAs/95 A 

A10_32Gao_68As QWs using Eqs. 3.1, 3.2a, and 4.lla. In the 

calculations, the average electric field variation is 1. 7 kV/cm. 
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Figure 4.3b. The calculated refractive index spectra of 94 A GaAs/95 A 

Alo.32Gao.68As QWs using Eqs. 3.2a, 4.lla, 4.llb, and 4.llc. The 

average electric field variation is 1.7 kV/cm. 
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Including the broadening effects, e2(E) due to the ijth exciton transition (i for 

electron, j for hh or lh) is given by 

(4.12a) 

where ~~e:,~,k is equal to 0.849311,,':~·.k (F,Lw), and bis equal to I (3) for hh (lh). r;,";:J 

is given by [I] 

P._ex) _~hi 
ph - /[ exp(limw/kT)-1]' 

where limw denotes the LO phonon energy (36 meV), k denotes Boltzmann's constant, 

and rph is taken to be a constant of 6.2 meV. Introducing the broadening effects into 

Eq. 4.8b and approximating Gaussian functions by Lorentzian functions, e1(E) due to the 

exciton transitions, e1,exCE), is approximated to 

+ JEflhJ [((EflhJ )2 -E2 +(I'_lhJ )2)2 +4E2(r_1~J )2] , 
ex;1.k ex;j,k ex;j,k ex;j,k 

(4.12b) 
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4.4. Comparisons with Experimental Data 

To verify our calculations, we would like to compare the calculated results with 

the room-temperature experimental data found in the literature. We found out that there 

are unreasonable discrepancies in the measured zero-electric-field hh I-CB I exciton 

transition energies from different research groups, which have also been found by Gerber 

et al. [41]. To illustrate the discrepancies, the measured E~~j and E~y1 , and our 

calculated results of four samples are listed in Table 4.2. The parameters used in the 

calculations are listed in Table 4.1 on p. 48. For QWs with a smaller well thickness, the 

zero-electric-field E~~j should be larger because the QCSE is larger. But from Table 4.2, 

the measured zero-electric-field E~~~ of the sample with a smaller well thickness in Ref 2 

is less than that in Ref 42 by 9.4 meV. Since both the measurements in Refs. 2 and 42 

were performed at room temperature, the most reasonable explanation for this discrepancy 

is that the measured well thicknesses in these two papers should be adjusted. 

Table 4.2. The experimental and our calculated exciton transition energies. In the 

calculations, the fundamental bandgap energy, E0 , is 1.42565 eV (293 K) for the 

sample in Ref 24, 1.42476 eV (295 K) for that in Ref 41, and 1.424 eV for those in 

Refs. 2 and 42. x denotes the Al fraction, and the electric field is in units of kV/cm. 

Lw Li, x Field hhl-CBI (eV) lhl-CBI (eV) 

(A) (A) Exp. Cal. Exp. Cal. 

Ref 24 105 104 0.4 25.8 1.45855 1.45817 1.47014 1.47227 

Ref. 41 100 100 0.3 13.6 1.45954 1.45900 1.46886 1.47235 

Ref 2 95 98 0.32 0 1.45659 1.46287 1.4659 1.47752 

Ref 42 105 95 0.32 0 1.46597 1.45618 1.4780 1.46878 
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From Table 4.2, the calculated E;:,~j agrees very well with the measured data in 

Refs. 24 and 41. For E~j1 , our calculated value is larger than the measured value in 

Ref 24 by 2.13 meV. This discrepancy between the calculated and measured E~~/1 has 

also been found by Miller et al. (4.5 meV) [2] and Peter et al. (3.2 meV) [24]. In these 

two papers, this discrepancy was explained due to the built-in strain in the sample. During 

the growth, lattice interface dislocations relieve the stress in the AlxGai-xAs layers. When 

the sample is cooled, the different thermal expansion coefficients reintroduce stress into 

both the GaAs and AlxGa1.xAs. 

For the sample in Ref. 2, the intrinsic MQW active region is composed of 50 

periods of 95 A GaAs/98 A A10_32Gao_68As QWs. The top and bottom mirrors are 

composed of a single Al0_32Gao_68As layer with a thickness of0.98 µm. Superlattices which 

consist of29 A GaAs/69 A A10.32Gao_68As QWs are sandwiched between the MQW active 

region and mirrors. The unintentional doping concentration due to residual carbon in the 

MQW region is 2x 1015 cm-3, and hence the average electric field variation in the MQW 

region is about 7 kV/cm. Solving Poisson's equations with the known doping profile, our 

calculated average electric field in the MQW region as a function of reverse bias is about 

the same as that calculated in Ref. 2, and the MQW region is entirely depleted with a 

reverse bias larger than 2.1 V. For a p-i-n MQW modulator, the internal quantum 

efficiency is close to 1, when the intrinsic region is entirely depleted [2]. Fig. 4.4a shows 

l l d E (eJ E(hhJ E(lhJ E(hhJ d E(lhJ fu . f l . fi ld I h our ca cu ate 1 , 1 , 1 , b.ll , an b,ll as a nct10n o e ectnc e . n t ese 

calculations, the bandgap offset ratio is taken to be the same as that used in Ref 2 (57:43). 

Comparing Fig. 4.4a with the theoretically calculated results of Miller et al. [2], the EfhhJ 

and EfhJ, and the shift of Ef eJ as a function of electric field are about the same. But our 

calculated Ef eJ with a zero electric field (37 meV) is larger than the calculated value of 

Miller et al. [2] (32.3 meV) by 4.7 meV. 
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Figure 4.4a. The calculated EjeJ, EfhhJ, EjihJ, E£~~J, and Eb:N of 95 A 

GaAs/98 A Al0_32Gao_68As QWs as a function of electric field. The bandgap 

offset ratio is 57:43 between the conduction and valence bands. 
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To get a good agreement with the measured absorption spectra, the well thickness 

used in our calculations is adjusted to be 104 A, instead of 95 A. In Fig. 4.4b, our 

calculated E::_~j and E~j1 are compared with the experimental data of Miller et al. [2]. 

Our calculated E ~~j agrees very well with the experimental data with an electric field up 

to 85.2 kV/cm, however, our calculated E~~j1 is larger than the data by a constant of 

about 3 .5 me V, which may be due to the built-in strain in the sample. In Ref 2, their 

calculated E ~~}1 is larger than the experimental data by 4. 5 me V with a zero electric field 

and by 8.4 meV with an electric field of 85.2 kV/cm. This is because the. well thickness is 

taken to be 104 A in our calculations, and 95 A in the calculations in Ref. 2. 
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Figure 4.4b. Comparisons of our calculated E::_~j and E~j1 (solid lines) with the 

measured data in Ref. 2 (points). In the calculations, Lw is 104 A, 4 is 98 

A, the Al fraction is 0.32, the bandgap offset ratio is 65:35 between the 

conduction and valence bands, and E0 is 1.424 eV. 
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If we assume a stress of 5 .1xI07 Nm-2 present in the GaAs layers, this stress will 

decrease the lh eigen-energies by 3.5 meV, and increase the hh eigen-energies by 0.26 

meV [43]. Including the uniaxial stress effects, Fig. 4.4c shows our calculated absorption 

spectra. From Fig. 4.4c, our calculated absorption coefficient spectrum with a reverse 

biases of 6 V agrees very well with the experimental data of Miller et al. [2]. With a 

reverse bias of 10 V, our calculated absorption coefficient for photon energies less than 

1.455 eV is smaller than the measured data in Ref. 2, because the absorption of the 29 A 

GaAs/69 A A10.32Gao_68As superlattices adjacent to the QWs has been ignored in our 

calculations. For the absorption coefficient spectrum with a zero bias, our calculated 

absorption coefficient is larger than the measured data in Ref. 2. With a zero bias, the 

depletion region in the lµm MQW region of the sample in Ref. 2 is only about 0.72 µm. 

In the undepleted region, there will be a large concentration of free carriers confined in the 

GaAs layers. In this case, the absorption in the undepleted QWs should be calculated 

including the effect of free carriers as in Ref. 5, which is not considered in this model. 
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Figure 4 .4c. The calculated absorption coefficient spectra. Lw is 104 A, 4 is 

98 A, Ea is 1.42475 eV (295 K}, and the average electric field variation 

in the MQW region, oF, is 7 kV/cm. 
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For the sample A661 in Ref. 42, the intrinsic MQW region is composed of 50.5 

periods of 105 A GaAs/95 A Al0_32Gao_68As QWs, and is sandwiched between two 1.5 µm 

AI0.32Gao.68As mirror layers. The doping concentration in the mirrors is 5xl017 cm·3, and 

the unintentional doping concentration in the MQW region is 5xl014 cm·3, so that the 

average electric field variation in the MQW region is about 1. 7 kV/cm. In this case, we 

have obtained different electric fields from those calculated in Ref. 42. This discrepancy is 

because the built-in potential is 1. 74 V in our calculations and is about 1 V in Ref. 42. 

Figs. 4.3a and b show the calculated refractive index spectra of the sample A661 of 

Lengyel et al. [42]. Fig. 4.5a shows the calculated absorption coefficient spectra. In the 

calculations, the well thickness is adjusted to be 94 A, and the shift due to the uniaxial 

stress in the GaAs layers is 0 .13 me V for the hh states and is -1. 6 me V for the lh states. 

Comparing Fig. 4.5a with the experimental data of Lengyel et al. [42], the calculated hhl

CB 1 and lh 1-CB 1 exciton transition energies as a function of reverse bias agree very well 

with the experimental data. For the absorption coefficient spectra, the agreement is very 

good for photon wavelengths from 830 to 870 nm. 

From the above comparisons, we have verified that the HWHMs calculated in this 

model can well describe the combinational effect of the homogeneous and inhomogeneous 

broadening mechanisms. As mentioned in Ref. 44, the barrier thickness uncertainty in the 

sample A661 in Ref. 42 is ±9 A. Our adjustment in the well thickness (±10 A) is 

reasonable since the thicknesses of well and barrier are very difficult to precisely measure. 

According to our calculations, the well thickness is under-estimated by 9 A in Ref. 2 and 

overestimated by 11 A in Ref. 42. 
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Figure 4.5a. The calculated absorption coefficient spectra. Lw is 94 A, Li, is 

95 A, E0 is 1.42565 eV (293 K), and the average electric field variation 

in the MQW region is 1.7 kV/cm. 
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Fig. 4. Sb shows the HWHMs of the three types of broadening mechanisms for the 

hh I-CB I and lh 1-CB 1 exciton transitions as a function of electric field for the sample 

A661 of Lengyel et al. [42]. From Fig. 4.5b, r w and fr are nonlinear functions of 

electric field; the former increases faster than the latter. Because the unintentional 

doping concentration in sample A661 is small (5x1014 cm-3), rr is less than 0.5 meV 

with an electric field up to 95 kV/cm. 
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Figure 4.5b. The HWHMs due to phonon scattering, well thickness fluctuations, 

and electric variations are shown as a function of electric field for the hh 1-CB 1 

and lh 1-CB 1 exciton transitions. 
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In the literature, the unintentional doping concentration in the MQW region can be 

as large as 5.5xl015 cm-3 (24], and hence rr will become the dominant term. To illustrate 

the importance of the unintentional doping in the MQW region, Fig. 4.Sc shows the 

absorption coefficient spectra with an unintentional doping concentration of Sxl015 cm-3; 

and the other parameters used in the calculation are the same as those in Fig. 4.Sa. In this 

case, the MQW active region is entirely depleted with a reverse bias ~ 2 V. Comparing 

Figs. 4.Sa and c, the hhl-CBI absorption coefficient peak value with a reverse bias of 6 V 

is decreased from 10220 cm-1 to 7760 cm-1. Fig. 4.Sd shows the calculated refractive index 

spectra. Comparing Figs. 4.3b and 4.Sd, the shape of the refractive index spectra around 

the hh 1-CB 1 exciton transition energy in Fig. 4. Sd is much smoother due to a larger 

unintentional doping density in the MQW region. Fig. 4.6 shows the E~~j as a function of 

electric field and well thickness. 
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Figure 4.5c. The calculated absorption coefficient spectra. In the calculations, 

the unintentional doping concentration in the MQW region is assumed 

to be 5.0xl015 cm-3, and hence 8F is about 17 kV/cm. 
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Figure 4.Sd. The calculated refractive index spectra with an unintentional doping 

concentration of 5.0xJQlS cm-3 in the MQW active region. 
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Figure 4.6. The shift of E~:i~ as a function of electric field and well thickness. In 

the calculations, 4 is 100 A, and the Al fraction is 0.32. With a zero electric 

field and taking EG to be 1.42565 eV (293 K), E::,~~ is 1.44063 eV for a well 

thickness of 15 nm, is 1. 46096 e V for a well thickness of 10 nm, is 1. 48449 e V 

for a well thickness of7.5 nm, and is 1.53359 eV for a well thickness of 5 nm. 
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Because there is no measured refractive index of GaAs/AlxGa1_,As QWs as a 

function of electric field, we can not directly verify our calculated refractive indices. 

However, the calculated refractive index can be indirectly verified by comparing the 

calculated reflectance of a device similar to that shown in Fig. 1. 1 with the measured data, 

since the reflectance of a FP MQW reflection modulator is strongly dependent on the 

refractive index of the QWs. 

For the reflection modulator of Simes et al. [13], the top mirror is composed of 5 

periods of 650 A A10.2Gao.8As/756 A AlAs layers with a p-type doping density of 1018 

cm-3; the bottom mirror is composed of 8.5 periods of 756 A AlAs/650 A A10.2Gao.8As 

layers with a n-type doping density of 101s cm-3. The intrinsic MQW active region is 

composed of 103.5 periods of 100 A GaAs/100 A A10.2Gao.8As QWs. Assuming that the 

unintentional doping density in the MQW region is 5xlOI4 cm-3, then, the average electric 

field variation in the MQW active region will be 3.64 kV/cm. Fig. 4.7a shows our 

calculated reflectance spectrum. Jn the calculations, the layer thicknesses have not been 

a<{justed. Comparing Fig. 4. 7a with the measured data in Ref. 13, the agreement is quite 

good for the photon wavelengths from 865 to 1100 nm. For the wavelengths form 800 to 

865 nm, our calculated reflectances are much larger than the data. However, our 

calculated hhl-CBl and lhl-CBl exciton transition wavelengths agree with the data. But 

comparing the experimental data shown in Figs. 2 and 3 in Ref. 13 for the same device, we 

can see that these two figures do not agree with each other, e. g. the reflectance at the 

wavelength of 865 nm is about 75% in Fig. 2, but is 88% in Fig. 3. This discrepancy may 

be because the detectors used in Figs. 2 and 3 in Ref. 13 are different. 
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Figure 4. 7 a. The calculated reflectance spectrum of the sample in Ref. 13 with a 

zero bias. In the calculations, the layer thicknesses have not been adjusted. 
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Fig. 4. 7b shows our calculated reflectance spectra for various electric fields for the 

device reported in Ref 13. With a zero bias, the calculated reflectance is 2.1 % at the FP 

resonance wavelength of 873.3 mn. With a reverse bias of25 V, the calculated reflectance 

is 11% at the FP resonance wavelength of 874.6 run. In Ref. 13, the measured reflectance 

at the FP wavelength of 873.3 run is about 3% with a zero bias. With a reverse bias of 25 

V, the measured reflectance is about 11% at the FP wavelength of 874.6 run. Our 

calculated FP resonance wavelength as a function of electric field agrees with the 

experimental data quite well. Since the FP resonance wavelength is strongly dependent on 

the refractive index of the QWs, we can argue that our calculated refractive index as a 

function of electric field is very accurate. Our calculated absorption coefficient is very 

accurate for an electric field up to 129.8 kV/cm, since the reflectance at the FP 

wavelength is strongly dependent on the absorption coefficient. 
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Figure 4.7b. The calculated reflectance spectra of the sample in Ref. 13. In the 

calculations, the layer thicknesses have not been adjusted. 
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By comparing our calculations for the device in Ref. 13 with the reported 

experimental data, we have shown that our model can simulate the operation of a 

GaAs/ AlxGa1_xAs MQW normal-incident modulator quite well. Although there are a lot of 

GaAs/ AlxGa1_~s MQW modulators in the literature, the sample in Ref. 13 is the only one 

that we can use in these comparisons. This is because some important parameters were not 

presented in the other papers, e.g. the measurement temperature, the exact layer 

thicknesses, the thickness of the intrinsic region, and the doping profile. Since the QCSE 

of QWs is a function of electric field, not a function of reverse bias, the known intrinsic 

region thickness and doping profile are necessary in the calculations of electric field 

distribution. The calculated change of refractive index can be directly verified by using the 

measured absorption coefficient spectra for different electric fields and the Kramers

Kronig relations. 

4.5. Conclusions 

A systematic study of the absorption coefficient and refractive index of GaAs/ 

AlxGa1_xAs QWs as a function of electric field has been presented. Our calculated 

absorption coefficient as a function of electric field agrees very well with the experimental 

data found in the literature. This agreement strongly verifies our model of lineshape 

functions and their associated HWH.Ms due to the homogeneous and inhomogeneous 

broadening as a function of electric field and well thickness. The HWHM is a complicated 

· function of the layer thicknesses, Al fraction, electric field, quantum-well state, 

unintentional doping density and total thickness of the QWs. There is no analytic equation 

for the HWHM which can describe well all these broadening effects. Our calculated 

refractive indices have been indirectly verified by comparing the calculated reflectance 

spectra with the data in Ref. 13. Although we have achieved good agreement with several 

sets of experimental data, we have had to adjust the well thickness slightly in most cases. 

This model only takes about 20 minutes on an IBM 80486 PC for each field. 
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CHAPTERS 

Optimization of Normally-off Refractive GaAs/AlxGa1_~s 

MQW FP Reflection Modulators 

In this chapter, the optimization procedure of normally-off refractive MQW 

reflection modulators will be presented. The optimization criterion is that the ON/OFF 

reflectance change (R(ON)-R(OFF)) and ON/OFF contrast ratio (R(ON)/R(OFF)) are 

maximum with a maximum operating voltage of 3 to 5 V, in order to integrate with the 

high-speed electronic circuits. For a normally-off reflection modulator, ideally, we want 

the reflectance at the operating photon energy to be zero with a zero reverse bias (OFF 

state) and to be as large as possible with a reverse bias (ON state). For a refractive 

modulator, the refractive index change due to the operating reverse bias is maximum at the 

operating photon energy. 

As in the literature (10-15], the top mirror is chosen to be (HL)m and the bottom 

mirror is (LH)mL, where H denotes the high refractive index layer, L denotes the low 

refractive index layer, and m (m') denotes the number of periods. There are two 

constraints for the Al fraction of the AlxGa1_~ layers in the mirrors. The first constraint 

is that the absorption of the mirrors at the operating photon energy should be negligible. 

The second constraint is that the Al fraction should be smaller than 0.32 to prevent the 

DX centers' effects (20,21], which have been discussed in Chapter 3. To satisfy these two 

constraints, A10.2Gao.8As has been chosen. The doping density in the mirrors should be as 

large as possible to minimize the modulator's resistance per unit volume and the 

undesirable voltage drop in the mirrors, therefore, the doping density has been chosen to 

be 1018 cm-3 which is achievable in MBE systems. 

For FP modulators, the layer thicknesses in the mirrors are designed to be equal to 

a quarter wavelength, A.of4ni, where A.0 denotes the operating photon wavelength of the 

modulator. When the top mirror is composed of m periods of AlxGa1_xAs layers (H) and 
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AlAs layers (L ), (HL )m, the normal-incident reflectivity of the top mirror at the operating 

wavelength from Eqs. 2.1, 2. 7 and 2.8 is given by 

(5. la) 

where n1 (nh) denotes the refractive index of the AlAs (AlxGa1.iAs) layer. When the 

bottom mirror is composed of (LH)mL, the reflectivity of the bottom mirror is given by 

(5. lb) 

Fig. 5 .1 shows the reflectivities of the top trurror (HL )m and bottom mirror 

(LH)mL at the operating wavelength as a function of number of periods. In the 

calculations, the mirrors are composed of quarter-wavelength AlAs (713 A} and 

Alo.2Gao.8As (610 A) layers, and the MQW active region is composed of 90 A GaAs/70 A 

A10.2Gao.8As QWs. At the operating wavelength of 852.6 run, the refractive index of GaAs 

substrate is 3.63675, the refractive index of AlAs (Al0_2Gao.8As) in the mirrors is 2.98875 

(3.49224), and the average refractive index of the MQW active region is 3.6233. 
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Figure 5 .1. Reflectivity of the top mirror (HL )m and bottom mirror (LH)mL at 

the operating wavelength as a function of number of periods. 
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The reflected electric field of the top mirror will have a wave phase difference of J 

7t (J is an odd integer) with that of the bottom mirror, when the thickness of the active 

region is equal to I/..of2nc (I is an integer). From Eqs. 2.1 to 2.9, 5. la and 5. lb, the 

effective reflectivity of the bottom mirror (viewed from the top of a modulator), r8 , is 

calculated by using the electric fields and reflectivities as shown in Fig. 5 .2, and is given by 

rb ( 1 - r/ )e-arc 
rs=------

1 + rbl(e-atc 
(5.2) 

where rt denotes the reflectivity of the top mirror, rb denotes the reflectivity of the bottom 

mirror viewed from the active region, and tc (a) denotes the thickness (absorption 

coefficient) of the active region. When rt is equal to -r 8 , the reflectance of the modulator at 

the operating wavelength will be zero and 

(5.3) 

For a normal-incident modulator with a zero reverse bias, if Eq. 5.3 is satisfied, the 

reflectance will be zero and the ON/OFF contrast ratio will be infinite. 

lfEq. 5.3 is satisfied with a zero bias, the effective reflectivity of the bottom mirror 

with a reverse bias will be given by 

rb (1- r/ )exp(-a' tJexp(-J 4 n(n/-nJtc I A0) 
r '- --------------------
s - 1 + rblf exp(-a'tJexp(-J4n{n/-nJtc I A-0 ) ' 

(5.4) 

where a' is the absorption coefficient with a reverse bias, and nc (nc') is the refractive index 

of QWs without (with) a reverse bias. From Eqs. 5.3 and 5.4, the reflectance change due 

to a reverse bias is given by 
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5.1. Choose the QWs in the Active Region 

Since the ON/OFF reflectance change is a strong function of both the change of 

the absorption coefficient and refractive index of the QWs, it can be shown from Eq. 5.5 

that the maximum achievable reflectance change of a modulator has been determined once 

the layer thicknesses and Al fraction of the QWs are decided. However, there are a 

multitude of possible GaAs/AlxGa1_~s QWs, of different layer thicknesses and Al 

fractions. To compare all of these possible QWs experimentally is not cost effective. This 

is the main reason why. we have developed this reliable simulation model for the 

GaAs/AlxGa1_xAs MQW modulators. From Eq. 5.5, Table 5.1 lists the maximum 

achievable reflectance changes of modulators composed of various QWs with different 

well thicknesses and Al fractions. Since the barriers (AlxGa1_~s layers) only contribute a 

very small fraction to the changes of the refractive index and absorption coefficient, the 

barrier thickness should be as small as possible but thick enough to prevent the strong 

wavefunction coupling between adjacent wells, and hence the barrier thickness is chosen 

to be 70 A. In the calculations, the reflectance of the bottom mirror (rb2) is 0.99, and the 

operating wavelength is chosen as the wavelength at which the absolute refractive index 

change (l(nc(E)-nc(30 kV/cm)!) is maximum. From Table 5.1, a modulator composed of 

90 A GaAs/70 A A10.2Gao.8As QWs achieves the largest reflectance change of 49.8%. Fig. 

5.3 shows the reflectance change of a modulator composed of 90 A GaAs/70 A 

A10.2Gao.8As QWs as a function of the MQW thickness for several different applied electric 

fields. 
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Table 5.1. The maximum reflectance changes (R(E)-R(30 kV/cm)) of modulators 

composed of various QWs with different well thicknesses (Lw), and Al fractions. 

The barrier thickness is fixed to be 70 A. 

Al Fraction Lw(A) 50 75 100 125 150 

kV/cm kV/cm kV/cm kV/cm kV/cm 

70 0.0424 0.2286 0.3272 0.2821 0.3219 

0.2 90 0.1793 0.4049 0.3970 0.4748 0.4981 

110 0.2665 0.2711 0.4085 0.3825 0.4048 

70 0.0228 0.1433 0.2628 0.2810 0.2662 

0.25 90 0.1314 0.3780 0.3722 0.4544 0.4509 

110 0.2714 0.2730 0.4310 0.4068 0.3638 

70 0.0126 0.1008 0.1996 0.2530 0.2092 

0.3 90 0.0985 0.3212 0.3072 0.2662 0.3544 

110 0.2626 0.3117 0.3736 0.4228 0.3443 

70 0.0094 0.0658 0.1575 0.1950 0.2187 

0.35 90 0.0660 0.2926 0.2877 0.2366 0.3153 

110 0.2468 0.3887 0.2983 0.4367 0.3276 
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Figure 5.3. The reflectance change of a modulator composed of90 A GaAs/70 A 

Alo.2Gao.8As QWs as a function of the MQW thickness. 

5.2. Decide the Number of Layers in the Active Region 

To achieve a zero OFF-state reflectance, the thickness of the active region should 

be equal to D .. of2nc (I is an integer). With an average electric field of 30 kV/cm in the 

MQW active region, nc is equal to 3.625 at the wavelength of 852.4 run at which the 

absolute refractive index change is maximum. To reduce the built-in electric field to a 

reasonable value, we choose 37 periods of90 A GaAs/70 A Alo.2Gao.8As QWs (0.592 µm) 

as the MQW active region to make 2nct/A.0 equal to 5.0353. Since the mirror layers 

adjacent to the active region are AIAs layers and the doping density is 1018 cm-3, the built

in potential across the active region is 2.026 V, and hence the average built-in electric field 

at zero applied voltage is about 34 kV/cm. 

With a built-in electric field of34 kV/cm, nc is 3.6233, the absorption coefficient of 
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the QWs is about 5100 cm·• at the wavelength of 852.6 nm at which the absolute 

refractive index change (lnc(bias)-nc(34 kV/cm)!) is maximum, and 2nctj'A.0 is equal to 

5.0317. To make 2nctj'A.0 closer to 5, the barrier thickness is reduced to be 69 A. 

5.3. Decide the Mirrors 

Because the desired operating wavelength is 852.6 nm, the A10_2Gao.8As (AlAs) 

layer thickness in the mirrors should be 610 (713) A to satisfy the quarter-wavelength 

requirement. From Eq. 5.lb, we choose the bottom mirror to be (LH)15L to achieve a 

reflectivity of 0.9874. From Eq. 5. la, the top mirror is chosen to be (HL)2 to achieve a 

zero reflectance with a zero bias. Assuming that the unintentional doping density in the 

active region is 1015 cm-3, the average electric field variation (6E/4) in the active region 

will be 2.06 kV/cm. Fig. 5.4a shows the structure of this optimized modulator. 

p 

N 

AI0.2Ga0.8As 610 A 
~~~~~~~~~ 

AIAs 713 A 

• 
GaAs 90A 

AI0.2Ga0.8As 69 A 

• 
• 

AI0.2Ga0.8As 610 A 

A1As 713 A 

GaAs Substrate 

Top Mirror 

2 periods 

Active Region 

37 periods 

Bottom Mirror 

15.5 periods 

Figure 5. 4a. Structure of the optimized normally-off refractive MQW modulator. 

The doping density in the mirrors is 1018 cm-3, and the unintentional doping 

density in the MQW active region is 101s cm-3. 
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Fig. 5. 4b shows the reflectance spectra of the optimized modulator for various 

reverse bias voltages. The reflectance with a zero bias is 0. 026% at the FP resonance 

wavelength of 852.6 nm. In Fig. 5.4c, the maximum reflectance change(~= R(2.44V)

R(O)) is 42.9%, and the optical bandwidth (FWHM) is 2.8 nm with a reverse bias of 2.44V 

at the wavelength of 853 nm. With a reverse bias of 5.47V, the maximum reflectance 

change is 47.6%, and the optical bandwidth is 3.2 nm at the wavelength of 853 nm. In Fig. 

5.4d, the maximum ON/OFF contrast ratio (R(2.44V)/R(O)) is 1538 at the wavelength of 

852.6 nm. 
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Figure 5.4b. The reflectance spectra of the optimized modulator. 
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Table 5.2 shows a comparison of the optimized modulator with four normally-off 

modulators reported in the literature. By designing our modulator using theoretically 

calculated parameters, we have been able to simulate a normally-off modulator with a 

larger reflectance change and smaller operating voltage than any modulator so far reported 

in the literature. We have demonstrated a good design procedure for the normally-off 

refractive GaAs/ AlxGa1_,As MQW reflection modulators using first principle calculations 

throughout the design procedure. These ideas can be implemented in other direct bandgap 

modulators. 

Table 5.2. Comparisons of the optimized modulator with four normally-off 

reflection modulators reported in the literature. 

Our Ref. 13 Ref. 17 Ref. 18 Ref. 15 

modulator 

Reflectance change 42.9% 22% 24.6% 33% 50% 

Operating voltage 2.44V 25V 8V 2.75V 15V 
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CHAPTER6 

Effect of Stacking Order of Quarter-Wavelength Mirror Layers on Built-In 

Potential and Maximum Reflectance Change of FP Reflection Modulators 

In the literature [ 10-15], the top mirror of a GaAs/ AlxGa1_~s MQW FP reflection 

modulator is always chosen to be (HL)m' (H: high refractive index layer, L: low refractive 

index layer), and the bottom mirror is always chosen to be (LH)mL, as shown in Fig. 5.4a. 

In this chapter, we would like to show all the possible stacking orders of layers in the 

mirrors that we can choose for a MQW FP reflection modulator, and discuss their 

advantages and disadvantages. 

Since the electric field applied to the QWs to produce the QCSE modulation 

comes from applying a reverse bias to a p-i-n diode structure, with the electric field 

approximately equal to the applied reverse voltage plus built-in potential divided by the 

length of the intrinsic MQW active region, it is clear that reducing the diode built-in 

potential is a desirable goal. The zero-bias built-in potential produces a zero-bias electric 

field which, by way of the QCSE, uses up part of the total modulation which can be 

obtained from zero reverse bias to breakdown reverse bias. Reducing the built-in voltage 

increases the range of electric field modulation before breakdown. For example, the zero

bias electric field is about 82 kV/cm in the modulator described in Ref. 12, thereby 

reducing the range of electric fields which may be applied to this modulator before 

breakdown. 

There are several ways to reduce the zero-bias electric field applied to the MQW 

active region. The first is to reduce the doping density in the n- and p-type regions, which, 

in the case of a MQW FP modulator, is the doping density in the quarter-wavelength 

mirrors. This approach has definite limitations in modulators fabricated in the 

GaAs/ AlxGa1_,As system by MBE. This is because the MQW active region between the 

mirrors contains a p-type doping density of approximately 1014 to 1015 cm-3 due to 
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residual carbon. Reducing the doping density in the mirrors will increase the undesirable 

voltage drop in the mirrors, i.e., we need to apply a larger reverse bias to produce the 

same average electric field in the active region. The ratio of the voltage drop in the mirrors 

to the total modulator's voltage drop will be increased, as the applied reverse bias is 

increased. Another limitation is that the resistance of a modulator will be increased 

considerably, when the doping density in the mirrors is less than 5xl016 cm-3. 

The second approach is to reduce the bandgaps in the mirror layers adjacent to the 

active region. Since the built-in potential is just the difference between Fermi-levels in the 

n- and p-type mirror layers adjacent to the MQW active region, reducing the bandgaps of 

the mirror layers will also reduce the Fermi-level difference, and hence, the built-in 

potential of the diode. This second approach is the one investigated in this chapter. It is 

easy to show that the depletion regions in the n- and p-type mirrors do not extend into the 

second mirror layers for reasonable doping density in the mirrors(> 1017 cm-3). 

For a MQW FP modulator, there are four types of stacking orders ((HL)m, 

(HL)mH, (LH)m, and (LH)mL) for the top and bottom mirrors. At the operating 

wavelength, if the bottom mirror consists of m periods of HL layers, (HL )m, the normal

incident reflectivity of the bottom mirror from Eqs. 2.1, 2.7 and 2.8 will be given by 

(6. la) 

where nc (~) denotes the refractive index of the MQW active region (substrate), n1 (nh) 

denotes the refractive index of the low (high) refractive index layer in the mirrors, and mis 

the number of periods of the bottom mirror. If the bottom mirror is (HL)mH, adding an 

extra high index layer, the reflectivity will be given by 
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(6. lb) 

If the bottom mirror is (LH)m, reversing the stacking order oflayers, the reflectivity will be 

given by 

(6. lc) 

If the bottom mirror is (LH)mL, adding an extra low index layer, the reflectivity will be 

given by 

(6. ld) 

From Fig. 6. la, we can see that the stacking order of (HL)m will achieve a larger 

absolute reflectivity than that of (HL )mH with the same number of periods. Therefore, we 

will choose (HL)m if we require a negative reflectivity for the bottom mirror. The stacking 

order of (LH)mL will achieve a larger reflectivity than that of (LH)m, so that we will 

choose (LH)mL if we require a positive reflectivity for the bottom mirror. In the 

calculations, the mirrors are composed of quarter-wavelength AlAs (713 A) and 

A10.2Gao.8As (610 A) layers, the MQW active region is composed of 90 A GaAs/70 A 

A10.2Gao.8As QWs. At the operating wavelength of 852.6 nm, the refractive index of the 

GaAs substrate is 3.63675, the refractive index of AlAs (A10.2Gao.8As) in the mirrors is 

2.98875 (3.49224), and the average refractive index of the MQW active region is 3.6233. 
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Similarly, the reflectivities of the four types of top mirrors are the same as Eqs. 6. la to 

6. ld, but have nc replaced by l and 1\ replaced by nc. Fig. 6. lb shows the reflectivity of 

the top mirror as a function of number of periods. 
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Figure 6. lb. The reflectivity of the top mirror as a function of number of periods. 

For MQW modulators to achieve a zero reflectance, the effective reflected electric 

field of the bottom mirror (viewed from the top of a modulator) should be equal to that of 

the top mirror with a wave phase difference of 17t (J is an odd integer). The reflected 

optical electric field of the top mirror has a wave phase difference of 17t (J is an odd 

integer) with that of the bottom mirror under two set of conditions. The first set of 

conditions are given by: 

(la). The top mirror is (HL)m', the thickness of the active region is equal to IA.J2nc (I is an 

integer}, and the bottom mirror is (LH)mL. 

(lb). The top mirror is (HL)mH, the thickness of the active region is equal to JA.of4nc (J is 
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an odd integer), and the bottom mirror is (LH)mL. 

(1 c ). The top mirror is (LH)m', and the thickness of the active region is equal to IA.of2nc (I 

is an integer). When the reflectivity of the top mirror is negative, the bottom mirror 

should be (LH)mL. 

(Id). The top mirror is (LH)m', and the thickness of the active region is equal to IA.J2nc (I 

is an integer). When the reflectivity of the top mirror is positive, the bottom mirror 

should be (HL )m. 

(le). The top mirror is (LH)mL, and the thickness of the active region is JA.of4nc (J is an 

odd integer). When the reflectivity of the top mirror is negative, the bottom mirror 

should be (LH)mL. 

(If). The top mirror is (LH)mL, and the thickness of the active region is JA.of4nc (J is an 

odd integer). When the reflectivity of the top mirror is positive, the bottom mirror 

should be (HL)m. 

Under these six conditions, the effective reflectivity of the bottom mirror, r 8 , is 

given by 

(6.2a) 

where rt is the reflectivity of the top mirror, rb is the reflectivity of the bottom mirror 

viewed from the active region, tc is the thickness of the active region, and a is the 

absorption coefficient of the active region. When rt is equal to -r8 , the reflectance of the 

modulator at the operating wavelength will be zero and 

(6.2b) 

The second set of conditions are given by: 
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(2a). The top mirror is (HL)m', the thickness of the active region is equal to JAJ4nc (J is an 

odd integer), and the bottom mirror is (HL)m. 

(2b). The top mirror is (HL)mH, the thickness of the active region is equal to D,J2nc (I is 

an integer), and the bottom mirror is (HL)m. 

(2c). The top mirror is (LH)m', and the thickness of the active region is equal to JA.of4nc (J 

is an odd integer). When the reflectivity of the top mirror is negative, the bottom 

mirror should be (HL)m. 

(2d). The top mirror is (LH)m', and the thickness of the active region is equal to JA.of 4nc (J 

is an odd integer). When the reflectivity of the top mirror is positive, the bottom 

mirror should be (LH)mL. 

(2e). The top mirror is (LH)mL, and the thickness of the active region is D1.of2nc (I is an 

integer). When the reflectivity of the top mirror is negative, the bottom mirror 

should be (HL )m. 

(2f). The top mirror is (LH)mL, and the thickness of the active region is D .. J2nc (I is an 

integer). When the reflectivity of the top mirror is positive, the bottom mirror 

by 

should be (LH)mL. 

Under these six conditions, the effective reflectivity of the bottom mirror is given 

. -r. ( J - r.i)e-a1c r - b t 
B- J_ r. r.e-a1c 

b t 

(6.3a) 

When r1 is equal to -r 8 , the reflectance of the modulator at the operating wavelength will 

be zero and 

(6.3b) 
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From the above discussion, there are 12 structures that we can choose for a MQW 

modulator. To choose the best structure, there are two main considerations. The first 

consideration is that the built-in potential is minimum so that the induced built-in electric 

field will be minimum. The second consideration is that the number of layers is smaller to 

decrease the sensitivities of a modulator to the layer thickness fluctuations and Al fraction 

fluctuations in the mirrors, and the diffusion from the top mirror into the active region. In 

Tables 6.1 to 6.6, these structures are compared with respect to different required 

reflectivities for the top mirror and different active region thicknesses. In these 

calculations, the mirrors are composed of quarter-wavelength A1As and A10.2Gao.8As 

layers, the doping density in the mirrors is io1s cm·3, the absolute reflectivity of the bottom 

mirror is about 0.988, and the bandgap offset ratio of the conduction band to valence band 

is taken to be 65:35. The built-in potentials are calculated by taking the difference between 

Fermi-levels in then- and p-type mirror layers adjacent to the MQW active region. 

From Tables 6.1 and 6.2, the structure 2b (Top: (HL)mH, Bottom: (.HL)m) is the 

best structure when the required absolute reflectivity of the top mirror is larger than 0.45. 

As shown in Fig. 6. lb, the minimum reflectivity of the top mirror with stacking order of 

(LH)m' is -0.453 (m'=l) and the minimum absolute reflectivity of the top mirror with 

stacking order of (.HL)mH is extrapolated to be about 0.52 (m'=O). These two values are 

functions of refractive indices of the quarter-wavelength layers and the active region. Due 

to an uncertainty in the bandgap offset, there is a small uncertainty in the calculated built

in potentials in Table 6.2. 
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Table 6.1. The thickness of the active region is equal to U1.of2nc (I is an integer), 
and the required absolute reflectivity of the top mirror is assumed to be about 0. 7 6. 

Structure la Id 2b 2f 

To Mirror LH 11 

Bottom Mirror HL 11 

Built-in Potential 2.026 v 1.641 v 1.641 v 2.026 v 

Table 6.2. The thickness of the active region is equal to· JA.of 4nc (J is an odd 
integer), and the required absolute reflectivity of the top mirror is 0.76. 

Structure lb If 2a 2d 

Top Mirror (HL)3H (LH)l0L (HL)2 (LH)ll 

Bottom Mirror (LH)l5L (HL)l7 (HL)l7 (LH)l5L 

Built-in Potential 1.865 v 1.802 v 1.802 v 1.865 v 

From Tables 6.3 and 6.4, the structure 2c (Top: (LH)m', Bottom: (HL)m) will be 

the best structure, when the required absolute reflectivity of the top mirror is less than 

0.45. It should be noted that the AIAs layer is not stable in the air. If the top layer of a 

modulator is chosen to be the low refractive index layer, we should choose AI0.9Gao.1As or 

Alo.&Gao.2As layers instead of AIAs layers as the low refractive index layers. 

Table 6.3. The thickness of the active region is equal to JA.of2nc (J is an odd 
integer), the required absolute reflectivity of the top mirror is 0.3. 

Structure le 2e 2f 

To Mirror 
Bottom Mirror 
Built-in Potential 1.802 v 2.026 v 
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Table 6.4. The thickness of the active region is equal to ll1.J4nc (I is an integer), 
and the required absolute reflectivity of the top mirror is 0.3. 

Structure le If 2c 2d 

To Mirror LH 6 

Bottom Mirror HL i1 LH 15L 

Built-in Potential 2.026 v 1.802 v 1.641 v 1.865 v 

From Tables 6.1 to 6.4, we can see that the built-in potential can be decreased 

from 2. 026 to 1. 641 V by changing the stacking orders of layers in the mirrors while 

keeping the active region the same. Reversing the stacking order in only one of the mirrors 

reduces the built-in potential from 2.026 V to about 1.8V. The built-in electric fields in 

these cases can be calculated by dividing the built-in potential by the thickness of the 

active region, ifthe doping levels in the mirrors are large enough (>5x1017 cm-3). 

To verify that the optical bandwidth, full width at half maximum (FWHM), of a 

modulator will not be decreased with changes of the stacking orders of layers in the 

mirrors, we would like to compare· two modulators with the same active region. The first 

modulator is the one shown in Chapter 5. 

For the second modulator, the top mirror is composed of 3.5 periods of 610 A 

A10.2Gao.8As and 713 A AlAs layers ( (HL )3H), the active region is composed of 3 7 periods 

of intrinsic 90 A GaAs/69 A Al0_2Gao.8As QW s, and the bottom mirror is composed of 17 

periods of 610 A Al0_2Gao_8As and 713 A AlAs layers ((HL)17). By changing the stacking 

orders of layers in the mirrors, the average built-in electric field in the MQW active region 

is decreased from 34.35 kV/cm to 27.8 kV/cm. Fig. 6.2a shows the structure of the 

second modulator. Fig. 6.2b shows the reflectance spectra of the second modulator for 

various reverse bias voltages. At the FP resonance wavelength of 852.6 nm, the 

reflectance is 0.15% with a zero bias, and is 45.87% with a reverse bias of2.81 V, so that 

the maximum ON/OFF contrast ratio with a reverse bias of 2.81 Vis about 305. In Fig. 
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6.2c, the maximum reflectance change is 48.4%, and the optical bandwidth (FWHM) is 

2.7 nm with a reverse bias of2.81V at the wavelength of 853 nm. With a reverse bias of 

5. 83 V, the maximum reflectance change is 51. 98%, and the optical bandwidth is 3. 1 run at 

the wavelength of 853 nm. Fig. · 6.2d shows the ON/OFF contrast ratio spectra vs. 

wavelength. 

i t 
Al0.2Ga0.8As 610 A Top Mirror 

p 3.5 periods 
AlAs 713 A 

• 
GaAs 90A Active Region 

I 37 periods 
Al0.2Ga0.8As 69 A 

• 
• 

Bottom Mirror 

N Al0.2Ga0.8As 610A 17 periods 

AlAs 713 A 

GaAs Substrate 

Figure 6.2a. The structure of the second modulator. 
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Table 6.5 compares the built-in potentials, maximum ON/OFF reflectance changes, 

and optical bandwidths of these two modulators. We can see that the optical bandwidths 

of these two modulators are about the same. The maximum reflectance change of the 

second modulator is larger than that of the first modulator by 5.5%. 

Table 6.5. Comparisons of these two modulators. 

Built-in Maximum reflectance Bandwidth 

potential change (75 kV/cm) 

First Modulator 2.026 v 42.9% 2.8 nni 

Second Modulator 1.641 v 48.4% 2.7 nm 

We have show that by reversing the stacking order of the mirror layers, in order to 

place the lower bandgap material adjacent to the active region in otherwise similar MQW 

FP modulators, reduces the zero-bias built-in potential. As a consequence, the maximum 

modulation is increased with little effect on the optical bandwidth. The modulator might 

be further improved by additional refinement of the design. We might choose Alo. I Gao.9As 

layers instead of A10.2Gao.8As layers in the mirrors if the absorption of Alo.I Gao.9As layers 

is negligible at the operating wavelength, thereby reducing the built-in potential to be only 

about 1.525 V. To decrease the built-in potential further, we can decrease the doping 

density in the layers adjacent to the active region from 1QI8 to lQI7 cm-3, and keep the 

doping density in other layers in the mirrors to be 10•8 cm-3 so that the modulator's 

resistance will not be too large. In this case, the built-in potential will be only 1.39 V. 
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CHAPTER 7 

Final Conclusions 

In Section 2.2, the electric field distribution in a modulator due to the built-in 

potential and applied reverse bias has been discussed. Most of the authors in the literature 

have approximated the average electric field in the MQW active region by dividing the 

built-in potential plus the reverse bias by the thickness of the intrinsic region. 

Unfortunately, this approximation is valid only when the doping density in the mirrors is 

larger than 5xl017 cm·3. In Chapter 3, we have verified the accuracy of our calculated 

refractive index and absorption coefficient of bulk AlxGa1_,As. 

In Chapter 4, the calculated absorption coefficients of GaAs/ AlxGa1.,As QWs as a 

function of electric field have been compared with the experimental data with very good 

agreement. Even though there are several papers presenting the experimental absorption 

coefficients of the GaAs/AlxGa1.xAs QWs as a function of electric field, we have found 

very few good experimental data. Because the absorption coefficients can not be directly 

measured, the reported absorption coefficients of the GaAs/AlxGa1.,As QWs as a function 

of electric field in the literature have been obtained from the measured photon current, 

reflectance, or transmittance spectra. However, all of these three methods require some 

parameters, such as the reflectivity spectra of the mirrors, the average refractive index 

spectrum of the GaAs/ AlxGa1.xAs QW s and the internal quantum efficiency as a function 

of electric field. We find that there are one or two important parameters which have been 

improperly approximated in most of the work. In several papers, they have used 

GaAs/AlxGa1.,As superlattices in the mirrors, such as 13.1 A GaAs/ 26.2 A Al0_3Gao.7As 

superlattices [45]. In these cases, the absorption in the GaAs/AlxGa1.xAs superlattices 

should be considered as well as the absorption in the GaAs/AlxGa1.xAs QWs. Now that the 

theory of practical devices designed to obtained accurate QW optical absorption as a 

function of electric field is well understood, as a result of this current work, we plan to 
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grow several samples and produce the absorption coefficient spectra of these samples as a 

function of electric field in order to improve greatly on data presented in the recent 

literature (2, 24, 42]. 

Our calculated refractive indices of the GaAs/AlxGa1_xAs QWs as a function of 

electric field have been indirectly verified by comparing the calculated reflectance spectra 

of the FP modulator sample in Ref. 13 with the experimental data. The zero-electric-field 

refractive index of the GaAs/AlxGa1_xAs QWs can be directly measured by growing an 

intrinsic GaAs/ AlxGa1_xAs MQW sample without the top and bottom mirrors, and then 

etching away the GaAs substrate. With the same intrinsic GaAs/ AlxGa1_~s MQW as the 

active region, we can grow another sample with heavily-doped mirrors on the top and 

bottom of the intrinsic MQW active region, and then, measure the broad-band absorption 

coefficient spectrum for different electric fields. From the Kramers-Kronig relation (Eq. 

3 .1 ), the change of refractive index as a function of electric field can be calculated from 

the difference of absorption coefficient spectra. Using this method, our calculated 

refractive indices as a function of electric field can be directly verified. This method 

requires that the layer thicknesses and Al fractions of the GaAs/ AlxGa1_xAs QWs in these 

two samples should be the same. 

In Chapter 5, we have presented the optimization procedure of normally-off 

refractive GaAs/ AlxGa1_~ MQW reflection modulators. According to the calculations, a 

normally-off refractive GaAs/ AlxGa1_~s MQW reflection modulator with a reflectance 

change of 42.9% and an ON/OFF contrast ratio of 1539 for an operating voltage of only 

2. 44 V can be fabricated by MBE, which is better than any normally-off modulator so far 

reported in the literature. In the calculations, we have assumed that the measurement 

temperature is 297 K and the unintentional carbon density in the MQW active region is 

1015 cm-3. In MBE systems, the unintentional carbon doping density can be controlled to 

be less than 2xl014 cm-3, and hence, the modulator's capacitance will be decreased 

considerably since the capacitance of a p-i-n MQW modulator is proportional to the 
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doping density in the MQW active region: This smaller unintentional carbon density will 

not affect the optical properties of the optimized modulator substantially, because the 

thickness of the MQW active region of the optimized modulator is only 0.5883 µm, and 

hence, the broadening effect due to the field variation in the MQW active region is very 

small, as discussed in Section 4. 4. 

In the literature, the best reported normally-on absorptive GaAs/ Al"Ga1_,As MQW 

reflection modulator has achieved an ON/OFF reflectance change of 66% for an operating 

reverse bias of 5 V [12]. The best reported normally-off absorptive GaAs/Al"Ga1_,As 

MQW reflection modulator has achieved an ON/OFF reflectance change of 50% and an 

ON/OFF contrast ratio of 5 for an operating bias of 15 V. Generally speaking, the 

maximum achievable ON/OFF reflectance change of the absorptive MQW modulators is 

larger than that of the refractive MQW modulators, since the QCSE directly modulates e2, 

and E1 is related to e2 by the Kramers-Kronig relation. With minor modifications in the 

optimization procedure described in Chapter 5, we believed that the maximum achievable 

ON/OFF reflectance change for both the normally-on and normally-off absorptive MQW 

modulators can be larger than 80% for an operating voltage of 3 to 5 V. With proper 

design, the OFF-state reflectance can be smaller than 0.2% as shown in Chapter 5, and 

hence, the ON/OFF contrast ratio will be much larger than 800. 

To our knowledge, there is no GaAs/ Al"Ga1_~ MQW transmission modulator 

reported in the literature. Using the whole set of programs described in Chapters 2 to 6, 

we can optimized the normally-on and normally-off GaAs/ Al"Ga1_xAs MQW transmission 

modulators according to different device operating requirements as well. 
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